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Public
safety
director
selected

Library takes
step forward

TAKE AIM, ACTION

by Mandy Jackson
CO-NEWS EDITOR

by Shawn Neudauer
MANAGING EDITOR

The long wait is over for University
Public Safety.
The university announced its
decision Thursday to fi ll the vacant
position of UPS director with Miles J.
Heckendom III. Heckendom will take
the place of interim director Mary Jo
Trobec. Trobcc filled the p.osition in
June when fonner interim director,
Warren Anderson left to pursue an
employment opportunity. Anderson
replaced former director Mark Petrick,
who was recruited last year by
Southwest State University in

Marshall, Minn.
Heckendom was chosen from a list
of 40 candidates who submitted
applications to SCSU. Of the 40, five
were chosen as the most qualified. The
uni versi ty made an offer to one
candidate who later turned it down in
favor of a counter-offer from his/her
current employer.
"All fiv e candidates were very
qualified," said Eugene Gilchrist, vicepresident fo r Administrative Affairs.
'The fact that one was chosen before
we made an offer to Heckcndom
doesn't mean he was less qualified. We
just chose someone else before him."

Scott Anderson/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHF.R

Diana Henry, junior, focuses in on a student Tuesday afternoon
across the Atwood Mall. Henry was working on a class project.

Go TO DIRECTOfl, PAGE 6 •

SCSU President Bruce
Grube and Morris Anderson,
chancellor of Minnesota State
Colleges· -and Universities,
announced Monday that the
development of the new
2 13,000-square-foot library for
SCSU would move into the next
stage,
the
design
of
the construction documents.
"We are prepared to sign the
documents and move fornrard
on the new library." Anderson
said at a press conference on
Monday.
Anderson said he wants to
get moving on the project after
the
rough
road
the
development Of the library has
had so far.
''Today we can announce that
the project will move fornrard.
and we will break ground in
May," Anderson said.
Linda Kohl, MnSCU's
associate vice chancellor for
public affairs, said dealing with
contract negotiations and budget
concerns took longer than
expected.
Delays occurred because of
the complexity of the project.
However, some time will be
saved in the construction
document stage because it had
been worked out during the
first stage of negotiations,
Kohl said.

~

"Since the last several
months, the campus has been
working with MnSCU to get the
project moving," Grube said.
The first stage, the design
stage1 has recently been fini shed.
This stage included the
development of what the
building would look like, where
it would sit and what the floor
plans would look like. It also
involves working to sign the
architect
to
design
the
construction documents, Grube
said.
'The stage we're about to go
to is very highly delailed work.
laying out all of the thousands of
details," Grube said.
The second stage will deal
with details such as electrical
receptacles, phone lines, roof
systems and heating ventilation,
according to Grube.
It will take a few months to
design
the · construction
drawings, Grube said. These
documents have two purposes.
They are the documents used to
construct the building and will
be submitted to contractors who
will give estimates of what it
will cost for them to build the
library.
''The contractor will be
identified and ready to go to
work in spring of ' 98," Grube
said.
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Negro leaguer recalls experiences, tells story
by Ryan Voz

·······EoiTOR.......

As fonner Negro player and
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coach John "Buck" O'Neil education and sports science.
approached the podium Monday
For O'Neil, diversity has been
night at the Kimberly A. Ritsche one of the roads he has been trying
Auditorium, the crowd wrestled to cross his whole life.
with a bit of unease.
"I met an African man, a white
It was uneasy because everyone man and an Asian man here
knew he was denied many rights , tonight," O' Neil said.
during his lifetime for the color of
O'Neil,
humble
of
his,
his skin ~ a problem many other achievements, addressed the crowd,
African Americans have, struggled 'Tl\ tell you what. If you came here
with in this country.
thinking you were going to hear an
However, O'Neil was optimistic old man bitching about how he was
concerning his fonner trials when treated, you might as well walk out
speaking to the estimated 650 of here," O'Neil said. 'That's not
people Monday night.
me
The Kimberly A. Ritsche
O'Neil spoke on behalf of
Auditorium holds approximately Jackie Robinson's 50th anniversary
700 people. Ray Collins, the person of breaking the color barrier in
responsible for booking O'Neil. 1947. Robinson, the first African
thought it was an excellent American to play major league
showing.
base.ball, opened the gates to other
"I think the remarkable thing African Americans, such as
was the diversity in the crowd," O'Neil and other baseball
sai~ Collins, professor of physical
legends.

O'Neil never was a player in the
major leagues, but he was a bench
~~~c~:i~.the ChicagoCubsin 1962
''I'm not biller because I didn't
play major league baseball, because
I played with and against some of
the greatest athletes to every live,
and I enjoyed every moment," he
said.
After coaching, O'Neil became
a major league scout, where he
been known for signing Hall of
Farner Lou Brock.
O'Neil, at the age of 85, travels
around the United States speaking
to students and communities about
his _. experience in the Negro
Leagues'.
He has also been seen on the
Ken Bum's baseball documentary,
which outlines the hi story of
baseball si nce it began. O'Neil is
also known fo r his master storytelling ability. which enticed the
crowd as it list~ned with respect.

Go TO O'NEIL, PAGE
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Julia Peterson/ASSOCIATE EDITOR
Buck O'Neil spoke Monday
night on the Negro Leagues in
Kimberly
A.
Ritsche
Auditorium. O'Neil, during his
presentation, had the crowd

hold hands and sing, "The
greatest thing in all my life is
loving you." O'Neil was one of
2,600 African Americans to
play in the Negro Leagues.
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CAMPus & CoMMUNOY BRIEFS
Burglary attempt by Stewart
Hall interrupted by UPS
Two UPS officers spotted two individuals tampering with
a bike cable securing a bicycle to a bike rack on the north side
of Stewart Hall. The incident occurred a little after 3 a.m.
The officers were patrolling the area north of Stewart Hall
in a security car and stopped to check the doors of Atwood
Memorial Center to see if they were locked, when they
noticed the suspects. The suspccts_noted the ~urity officers
and proceeded to leave the scene. Upon investigating the bike,
the officers discovered the cable securing the bike to the rack
had been cut.
When the officers attempted to speak with the suspects, the
two fled the scene and were chased by UPS officers. The two
officers radioed their dispatcher and requested the assistance
of other UPS officers and the St. Cloud Police.
The suspects left the scene going toward the north end of
Lawrence Hall on the Atwood side of the building. They ran
into the treeline behind Lawrence Hall, south along the river
and past KVSC behind Stewart Hall where they ran further

into the trees. The officers and St. Cloud Police pursued the
suspects, but did not find them. The ·police left shortly
afterwards.
The UPS offi·cers continued to search the area and found a
pair of wire cutters which may have been used in the incident.
UPS officers took photographs of the cut cable, attached a
cable of their own to the bike and left a note for the owner.
The owner of the bike went to the security shack the next
morning to retrieve the bike.
At this time, (!PS has no suspects regarding the incident.

TODAY
'A Mongolian Tale'
7 p.m. Atwood Little
Theatre. "A Mongolian Tale"
plays as part of the
International Film Series.

FRIDAY
'The Tuskegee Airmen'
7 p.m. Atwood Little
Theatre. "The Tuskegee
Airmen" will also be playing
Saturday and Sunday at the

same time.

Biking and camping
trip
Call UPB at 255-2205 for
more details on the biking
and camping trip .to

Ghequamegon-Area
Mountain Bike Association
(CAMBA) in Wisconsin.

Naked man seen exposing
himself in Q-lot

TUESDAY
'Drop Semaj & Video
Nasty'
8 p.m. in The Quarry.
"Drop Semaj &. Video Nasty"
plays as the Spotlight band
of the week.

To submit information for the
events calendar, mail it to
University Chronicle, 13 Stewart
Hall, St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498.

STATE

Shots fired
during mayoral
debate
A confrontation folloWing a
debate between Minneapolis Mayor
Sharon Sayles-Belton and Barbara
Carlson ended Tuesday morning
with a shot fired by the mayor's
police bodyt,'1.lard at a man who
a\legeilly struck him as he sped away
in a car.
The driver of the car, Maurice
Ellringer, 41, was arrested at his
home in south Minneaixilis a short
time later. He is expected to be
charged today with felony assault.
Police have accused him of
gunning his car and striking officer
Charlie Adams, :111 I I-year member

IN HlsTORY•••

22
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On Sept. 26, the top story in the
University
Chronicle
was
headlined, "Drunken behavior at
football games questioned."
Faculty members in the
audience cited personal experiences
at· the last home game played.
James O'Neill, foreign· languages
department, and Dennis Fields,
learning resources, attended the
gitme and left before its conclusion
due to obscene cheers and drunken
behavior. Both had their Young
children with them.
Several off-duty police said they
would help control the situation for
compensation, according to vice
president for Student Life :ind
Development David Sprague.

Index
News ...... ..... ................... 3-6
Career and Money ............ __ 7

Commentary/Opinion ......... 8/9
Classifieds .......... ............ .. . 18

More St. Cloud motorists
buckling up

The St. Cloud Police Depanmcnt has been conducting
safety belt surveys throughout the year as a part of the Safe &
Sober campaign. Last December, when the Safe and Sober
campaign began, safety belt use in the city of St. Cloud was
59 percent. The last safety-belt survey, conducted Sept. 11,
showed that belt use increased 75 percent over the course of
On Sept. 21 at approximately 7 p.m., a man not wearing this campaign iQ designated locations.
any clothing was seen exposing himself in Q-lot.
The final enforcement wave of the I 997 campaign inded
· The m:an, described as caucasian with dark hair, glasses, Sept. 2 and focused on safety belts and child passenger safety.
unshaven, and about 6 feet taJI, exposed himself to two girls' Officers worked I70 hours of overtime enforcing safety belt
from his vehicle. The vehicle was parked about 25 to 30 feet · and child safety-seat violaJions, as well -as educating the
from the Beaver Trails, (located between the Mississippi community about the importance of belt use.
River and Q-lot.

WHAT'S
HAPPENING

The truck, vehicle which hit$ been seen before in Q-lot,
was described as a brown Chevrolet pick-up with a white
camper and vented windows.

CoRRECTIONS
In the Sept. 4 edition of the
Chronicle, the .cutline under the
photograph on page 13 should read
... bulbs from canna plants...

& NATION BRIEFS

of the ixilice department who has
been assigned to mayoral security the
past two years.
Sayles-Belton and Carlson had
left the scene before the incident in
the parking lot outside Lucille's
Kitchen on Plymouth Ave. N., where
the debate occurred.
Witnesses said there were about
30 people present in the parking lot
when Adams fired at the speeding
car. Nobody was hit.
Ellringer's wife, anti-crime
activist Donna Ellringer, told a group
of reporters her husband was
defending her from attack by an
angry group who confi:onted her
about being disrespectful to the
mayor, and who pulled her hair and
auempted to pull her out of her car.
Her husband then backed out,
allegedly ignoring Adams' command
to stop and get out of his car.

Twins moving to Blood tests to be

North Carolina?
Before lawmakers get a chance
to vote on a stadium proposal for
the Minnesota Twins, offers to buy
the team and move it will be
coming Carl Pohlad's way.
Don Beaver of North Carolina is
expected to make an offer soon.
Pohlad said he will show proof of
the purchase offer to lawmakers if
the deal goes through.
Sen. Keith Langseth, DGlyndon, said he expects any deal
to be null and void if the Legislature
finds a way to fund a new outdoor
stadium.
Pohlad has promised that he
won't make anything final, with
any offers, until after a special
legislative ses'sion next month.

released in
Winona crash
For nearly seven months,
families fought the release of
toxicology reports on five young
people who. drown when their
vehicle jumped a dike and plunged
info the MiSsissippi R'i✓ e r ' -bear·'
Winona.
Now the public will finally learn
if alcohol played a part in the crash
that killed three St. Mary's
University students and two
alumni.
The results had been barred by a
judge in May, but the Star Tribune
argued that the information was
public information and critical to
understanding the accident.
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Disability Services changes O'Neil
location in Atwood Center

PAGE
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"You couldn't help but listen 10 him, he wasn't up there talking
about himself, but what he had learned," said senior Jason Spohn. "I
think he knew he was a part of something special at the time." •
According to O'Neil, he received $100 a month during the Great
Depression, and a dollar a day for meals while playing for the
Kansas City Monarchs. O'Neil said 25 cents would get him ham
and eggs and a cup of coffee.
''The only regret I had was, I would have rather play.ed for the
Kansas City Monarchs rather than the New York Yankees, but I
should have had that option," O'Nei l said.
'
"I just really liked the part how he wasn't bitter about anything,
he came out and said, "Why be bitter," said Sophomore Andre
Stevenson.
O'Neil encouraged th<! idea of college, and said if he would have
gone to college he might have moved up in the Chicago Cubs
organization. O'Neil was turned down for the general manager job
for the Cubs after being one of two finalists, because he didn't have

a ~~:·man who got the
BUCK'S AIL-STARS
job had a degree at ·the - - - - - - - - -~
~n~v~7t::iu~:,,,c~i~~:~

_0 HERE'S THE TEAM B UCK

O'NEIL

said.

NAM ED AS THE BEST

. "You can't just stop BASEBALL PLAYERS OF ALL-TIME.
with one degree, you got
~.'~ the best you can
CATCHERS - Josh Gibson,
O'Neil

went

to Johnny Bench

ye;r:~~:~

~;~~5e fo~~;o
baseball and never went
back to school.
Shane (Jpa1'!/PH<JTO FJ)ff(JR

Jason Bomquist works on completing a test in Disability Services' new office located in Room 8111
in the Atwood Memorial Center as work study Pam Koudek disperses class notes to mail boxes.
by Jeremiah Jennings
There is a new face in Atwood
Memorial Center
Last summer, the Student
Disability Services office moved
from a small comer behind the
Atwood Little Theatre to a larger,
more prominent facility located in
the old music \oum~e.
According to Maribeth Overland,
interim director of Student Disability
Setvices and volunteer coordinator of
Link, this new location gives the

to a service which has been growing
steadily. •
The issue came to the forefront in
winter quarter of last year, wh.en
Hansen and other students submitted
a letter to the University Chronicle
calling attention to the problem. They
received a response fro m the
University Administration within
two weeks, and heard about the
change at the end of spring quarter.
The move took place in July.
Although action was taken

service a position in the Atwood

community.
"It's a recognition that students
with disabilities have a place in the

center," she said.
'The change was a long time in
coming. When Overland took the
position in Ju ly 1996, there had
already been discussion about
moving.
Besides
being
in
inconvenient location, the old room
was inadequate for meeting.the needs
of students, and it was clear some
kind of change would be necessary.
"It was too small, and the heal and
air conditioning didn't work," Chad
Hansen recalled. "If there were more
than
two
people,
it was
overcrowded."
Wheelchair accessibility was a
major problem with students
struggling to work around each other
in the small space. The new office
addresses some of these problems
and gives much more breathing room

quickly, there was some frustration
with the administration's handling
of the situation before the letter was
sent.
"I wou ld say that I'm
disappointed that a group woufd
have to go to that measure to get
things done," said Jason Blomquist,
who worked with Hansen on the
letter.
While they cited initial inaction
by the university the students
stressed they are pleased with the
steps taken to meet their needs.

Though
the
arrangement
eventually made was not perfect, as
students in wheelchairs must still
use a long ramp to reach the
office, it is a good temporary fix:.
"They needed more space
quick," Blomquist explained. "And
the space was there."
Students now have more
maneuvering
room
and
a
private space to talk, more tests can
be given. According to Overland,
the
staff
has
a
greater sense of professional
workplace.
Most importantly, the office
is not in a secluded comer, and
students who use the service
no longer feel they are being swept
out of sight. Tina Kunke l,
who sometimes goes to the office to
get notes for her classes, believes •
it is important that others
. see students use the fac ility.
"People see that there are people
on
campus
who
need
that extra push," she said. "It's
probably an eye•opener for
those coming in."
The Student Disability Service
hope to eventually be located
with other student services,
increasing awareness and giving
students with disabilities more of a
place on campus. Overland believes
that if this happens, the
service will continue to grow.

FIRST BASE SECOND

Lou Gehrig.
Jackie

BASE -

Robinson

wo~~eerfu l su:i:ry i~elle~
THIRD
BASE
and an noble guy," said Schmidt
TedSherarts, professor of
SHORTSTOP-Willie
art :ss~:~:ars pass by,
O'Ne;J has become more
~ln~~l:~~sh: t: ~11 ~
speaking to all races.
''I' ,e been a lot of
places, I' ve done a lot of

~!~~~ 1

O UTAELDERS

-

Mike
Wells
Oscar

Charleston, Cool Papa Bell,
Willie Mays
RIGHT•HANDED PITCHER

Satchel Paige
LEFT-HANDED

PiTCHER

~ai~~e , /0~~g,~ Sandy Koufax
homerun, I hit the
grandslam, I stole home
base, I hit for the cycle, I
did a lot things I like - - - - - - - - - doing, but I tell you what, I'd rather be right here, right now talking
to you then any place I've ever been in my life."
O'Nei l during his presentation had everone hold hands and sings,
'The greatest thing in all my live is loving you.''
O'Nei l, when asked what his favorite park to play in was, said
Yankee Stadium.
O'Neil also responded to his feelings of Cooperstown, which is
where the baseball Hall of Fame is located.
"Visiting Cooperstown is a bittersweet thing, we had five blacks
from the Negro Leagues in Cooperstown, and I knew we should
have had 25," O'Nei l said.
O'Neil finished his speech by saying, "If you don't love me, I
don't know what's wrong with you, because I love you."
Other notes:
0 O'Neil is still involved today with baseball, he is a scout for
1he Kansas City Royals. According to O'Neil, his scouting days are
over, but he actually is used as a public relation piece for the
organization. He is also a pan of the Veterans' Committee of the Hall
of Fame, and is also chainnan of the Negro League Museum.
0 The Negro Leagues was made up of 2,600 African-Americans,
three of which were women between 1920-1960. According to
reports on fonner players, there are approximately 250 Negro
League players still alive.

Creationist group to share view on world's birth
Representatives of
Maranatha Christian
present views today
by Riley Worth
ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR

Representatives of Maranatha Christian
Fellowship will be on campus tcxlay to give a
presentation called "The Evolution
Conspiracy."
Dean Bonde, a campus pastor for the non·
denominational church, along with a few

students and Head Pastor Bruce Harpel, will
be attempting to start an on•campu.$,, group.
The .church's point is tl'leir strong belief in the
creation story. Also, they are not trying to
"woo" you away from other Christian groups,
but instead encourage people to be strong in
their beliefs.
"We want to answer students questions
with Christian answers," Bonde said of his
presentation.
Bonde will give a 15 minute presentation
on the church and their beliefs and then a 48
minute video. The presentation will be at
noon in South Glacier Room of Atwood
Memorial Center
Maranatha Christian fellowship is

affiliated with over 120 churches throughout
the Midwest. They also have campus groups
on about a dozen campuses including
Mankato State, University of Wisconsin-Stout, River Falls and Menominie. They are
based on the University of Minnesota-Twin
Cities campus.
One of the church's theories is that
evolution cannot be proven any more than
creationism. His church doesn't discount the
theory of evolution but believes in
creationism. He says all he asks is to give
equal time to both theories.
"If you present the truth clearly and
boldly, the truth will defend itself," Bonde
said of his presentation on creation. "I believe

100 percent in creationism or I wouldn't be
speaking it."
Bonde said he is excited to sec all the
Christian groups on campus and expects to be
interactive with them. But he also believes his
group has something to add.
He says they have names of 120 students
who have showed interest and aboUI 20
students who "are pretty excited about what
we're doing."
The group has been on campus the past
two Thursdays handing out sheets of paper
telling about the presentation.
The presentation is going to talk about
scientific proof backing up the creation story.
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Training session covers _safety issues
by Kristin Albrecht

•

··

·

CO-NEWS EDITOR

With more and more people

being infected with AIDS and the
Hepatit is B Virus
(HBV)
bloodbome pathogen training is

becoming a regular fixture at
SCSU.
Bloodbome Pathogens arc
micro-organisms that are present in
human blood and cause diseases in
humans. The two most well-known

diseases are AIDS and HBV.
SCSU students, faculty and st.aff
who have the potential for exposure
10 blood or body fluids are required
by law to attend a training sessiolr
once a year on how to handle these·
situations, said Human Resources
Representative
Lori
Gustin.
Occupations that .- require the
training include health care,

security, chi ld care, ' athletics and
general maintenance workers.
The training was held on Sept.

24 in the Atwood Little Theater.
There were two 50 minute sessions
people could attend. The first
session started at I :00 p.m.
Between the two bloodbome
pathogen sessions a "Right to
Know" chemical training and
general safety training session was
held.
A!! three of these sessions were
conducted by Patrick Kempen, a
certified safety professional and
professional engineer who had

Shane Opat,/PHuro EDfTOR

Patrick Kempen spoke Wednesday in the Atwood Little Theater about bloodborne pathogens.
started working at SCSU on Sept. 8.
Kempen Works for MacNeil
Environmental, Inc. and is now
spending Tuesday through Friday at

scsu.

Kempen started his presentation
by learning the audience members'

names and where they worked.
Throughout the presentations he
used humor and storytelling to keep
the audience involved and
interested.
He also used props in his
presentations which he passed

around for the audience to hold and
examine more closely. These props
included
florescent
orange
biohazard stickers, bags and latex
gloves.
After Kempen explained about
bloodbome pathogens, he spoke

about people's work environments.
The audience was then able to ask
questions about their . particular
situation and what was considered
safe and what was nOt.
Sophomore Sonia Loch, a biomedical major who works in Health
Services, asked if she could drink
pop where she Works. Kempen .
explained that ,it would not be safe
to do that because there isn't a door
separating her work area from the
.lab.
•
No food or drink is allowed in
laboratory situations, Kempen said.
"At home you have a lot more
freedom," said Kempen. "You
decide what you need to do."
The sessions also covered the
topics of reducing risk, spill
response
and
workplace
transmission. He stressed that
people had to think before acting.
He aJso said to help co-workers
when they are putting themselves in
dangerous situations.
"It's not what you don't know,"
said Kempen. "It's what you know,
that you don't do. Death is a pretty
terrible consequence."
At the end of each session the
audience was given a quiz to test
their knowledge.
The training sessions will be
held throughout the year, Gustin
said.

Go TO TRAINING,
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Alumna honored with state social work award
by Cathy Houdek
STAFF WRITER

An SCSU alumna was honored with the
Bachelor Social Work Student of the Year
award because of acheivements in and out of
the classroom.
Mary Nealon presented the award on May
31 by the Minnesota Chapter of the National
Association of Social Workers.
"I wasn't so much surprised by the local
acknowledgment, but when I received the
state honor that surprised me," Neaton said.
'There is a lot of competition in the state, I
was competing agaitist students from private
schools and students from the U of M. SCSU
has a fantastic social '";Ork department in the
state and the entire Midwest."
In March, she was first recognized as
Bachelor Social Work Student of the Year at
the St. Cloud chapter.
Nealon graduated from SCSU this
summer·with a bachelor's degree in Soci3.I
Work. She also graduated with a double

minor in Human Relations and Speech
Communications.
In the fall of 1994, Neaton went back to
college at SCSU and earned a 4.0 GPA. The
last time she attended college was in 1978 at
the University of Iowa where she didn't fare
well.
"Once I got that 4.0, I thought hey! I can
do this," Nealon said.
Since that time, she maintained a 4.0
throughout her three-year college career and
graduated at the top of her class.
While going to college, Nealon took on
many additional resp:msibilities. She is a
resident of Montrose ::ind commuted to
school daily. In addition to classwork she ran
as the DFL candidate for the Minnesota
House seat in districi 208, volunteered as an
advocate at The Central Minnesota Sexual
Assault Center and interned at Caritas Family
Services.
"Mary is an exceptional person," said Rick
Present, chairperson of the Social Work
program. "All the faculty were impressed by

Available lmmediatelv
4 BDRM APTS
Quiet, Convenient locations

University Square II
Fall Rates: $189 to $210
✓ Off Street Parking

✓ Laundry

✓ ControlJed Access

✓ Air Conditioni~g

✓

Dishwasher
✓ Microwaves

✓ Mini Blinds

✓ Ind. Locked Bdrms

✓ On Site Caretake

Call

✓ Heat /Water Paid

<il-1~f;!~D> Todav!
253-1100

-

her seriousness, values and enthusiasm. She
is somebody who has quite a bit of extra
activities. She didn't let any of that get in her
way. She took full advantage of the social
work program."
He adds, "Many students are remarkable,
Mary is remarkable. She received her award
because she is the only student we've had that
has run for state legislature during her college
career."
Neaton's husband was her campaign
manager. With her husband she did all of her
campaign literature on their computer. They
even got their threc-year.:old son involved by
allowing him to handout literature.
"Mary took a class on social policy with
Beverly Stadum, a, social work professor,"
Present said. 'The students discussed what is
currently happening to poor people in the
state and nation and how social workers can
influence social policy. Mary used the
information from this class and ran for
office."
"Mary Neaton came into every classroom

l

,

4

--

with current events and sensitivity to people's
daily lives," Stadum said. "Her ability to see
the long-term implications of public
decisions on individuals expanded and
inspired the thinking and discussion of other
students."
Neaton also became involved in people's
daily lives by volunteering at The Central
Minnesota Sexual Assault Center in January
of 1995.
"Working at the Sexual Assault Center
was my way of fighting back," Neaton said.
"Instead of talking about the issue, I took
action by doing something constructive and
positive."
''The teaching moves past facts and
information," Nealon said. 'The classes are
deeper than that. They treat people as real
people. The professors relate the work in
class to the work that your going to be doing
in your job. They encourage you to get
involved."

Go TO NEATON, PAGE 6 •
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Student Governinent selective
in allocating funds to students
The remaining portion is put toward athletic foes, bond

Only one-third of campus
groups receive funding for
1997-98 fiscal year

retirement, and Minnesota State University Student
Association. This amount is determined by the

State University Board.
Student Government finance chair,
Roger Struthers said the money
provided
by
Student

Sarah Stoermann
Only one-third of the organizations on campus received

Government is to cover the

money from Student Government for the 1997•98 fiscal yeaf.
Some clubs did not apply, others were cut by the finance

committee for a variety of reasons.

py dividing the money this way, clubs have to go before
the finance committee and make a presentation on how
they plan to spend their allocated money. Organizations
with no budget are still able to apply for' m'oney through
these reserve accounts.
The SCSU Dance Team's budget was cut by
up's income
o supplement
the lost money, the team has worked
concession stands at the Metrodome, sold
sweaters in Atwood, and has been
looking for businesses to sponsor

According to the SCSU Student· Government Finance

them.

Committee Guidelines and Policies for 1997, to qualify for
budgetary funding, an e ntity must be classified into one of six
categories: student organizations,
co-curricular,
~::~r~~:~dent media, Student Government and ~
There are 230 groups that qualified, but
only 75 actually receive a budget from /
the Student Government. Those
/l
organizations had their budgets reduced
to under $1,()(X).
Thrty student groups that had received
funding for the 1996-97 fiscal year were not
given a budget from Student Government. Many
clubs did not apply, others did not apply early enough
and some were eliminated by Student Government
because they collected too much revenue.
Almost 13 percent of student activity fees are allocated to
organizations by Student Government. Another portion of
the money is allocated to Health Services, director-managed
areas, and the student union by the Fee Allocation Committee.

These accounts
provide money for
clubs to bring speakers to
campus or buy new equipment.
'There were concerns about the
high turnover rate of campus
organizations," Struthers said. ''The reserve
accounts make it necessary for organizations to
have a purpose for the money."

"We were disappointed not to
get any support from Student
Government," said Jill Pederson, junior
and capll\in of the dance team. We rank fourth
in the nation and bring a trophy back to SCSU
every year, but receive no financial help."
The Skydiving Club was given money last year, but
cciuld not purchase needed supplies because the money was
granted in the wrong area. So, they chose not to apply this
year.
'The club uses its own funds to buy necessary supplies,"
said Miles Hubbard, advisor for the skydiving club.
Another group cut was the Travel and Tourism Club. After
reading the finance committee's policies and guidelines the
group did not apply. They did not fit the qualifications needed
to receive money, said Judith Moberg, advisor of the Travel
and Tourism Club.
Budget applications for the 1998-99fiscal year will be sent
out Dec. 8, the deadline is Jan. 9 at 4 p.m. All
qualified organizations are eligible to apply.

The Department of Residential Life would like to thank
everyone who volunteered their time as Husky Haulers including
returning students, faculty and staff from the following halls,
. organizations, and sports teams at SCSU :
Benton Hall
Hill-Case Hall
Mitchell Hall
Sherburne Hall
Shoemaker Hall
Stearns Hall
W.W. Holes Hall

Archery Club
Campus Crusade for Christ
Delta Sigma Pi
Games Club
Men's Hockey Team
Kappa Phi Omega
Men's Basketball Team

Otaku Society
Phi Kappa Tau
Res. Life Representatives
Swim Team
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Theta Chi
Women's Volleyball Team

With your help, approximately 2500 students were
successfully moved-in on Labor Day!
Thanks for your hard work and enthusiasm for residential
life at St. Cloud State University!

Thank ·You!
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SCSU is still working on the

planning for the library with MnSCU
as of yet, but has asked for complete

control of the project, Grube said.
"I'm more inclined to give capacity
to institutions to control projects,"

Anderson said.
He said there will be guidelines lO
decide if a university can handle a

project without the help of MnSCU.
He said control of small projects under
$ I million will go to institutions.

"Morris Anderson is interested in
keeping the project on track and
efficient. If it takes giving the project
to SCSU that's what will happen,"

Kohl said.
In the future, MnSCU will move
some people around and hire several
staff to deal with various issueS,
Anderson said.
"Morris Anderson is a good
listener. We are very grateful for what
I regard as a marvelous new attitude

from MnSCU," Grube said.
He thanked MnSCU and Anderson
for getting the project moving.
The library is estimated to cost $32
million The state will provide $29 5

million for the library through the
bonding process, while the university
will have to raise $2.5 million through
private fundraising, Grube said.
If the $32 million estimate turns out
to be less than all or the construction
bids, some things may have to be ·cut
rrom the design of the library, or more
funds will have to be raised privately,
Grube said.
"Delays could cause reductions in
the scope of the building, Grube said.
That's one of the reasons we've fought
so hard for the project."
'There have not been any cutbacks
yet due to delays, but Grube said that is
one of the university's main concerns.
'The good news about the project is
that it is now getting'underway, but the
bad neWs is he university wanted ,~o
break ground last spring.
The library will take 30 to 36
months to bui ld because of its size and
the amount of technology that will be
in the building.
"This is the most important project
in 50 years for SCSU," Grube said.
'The new library will be a hub for
other universities and will include

many high-tech work stations.
The architect who helped desigf!
the library and who will produce the
construction drawings is Leonard
Parker. Parker's work is internationally
known, according to Grube.
A few of the buildings Parker has
designed are the Minneapolis
Convention Center and the University
of Minnesota's law schOOI building.
He is well known in Minnesota and
has had many public contracts around
the country, Kohl said.
Parker was chosen by the Designer
Selection Board in the Department of
Administration for the state.
''They pick all the architects for
projects over $2 million," Kohl said.
' At the press conference on
Monday, Anderson responded to
concerns about a new arena to replace
Selke Field. Anderson said Gov. Ame
Carlson supports those kinds of
changes, and that he supports the
governor.
"Given the choice between an
arena and g_etting my new library built,
I'm going to choose the library,"
Grube said.

team."
Gilchrist also said Heckendorn has served a major
university in making the transition from a law enforcement
model to the community safety and support model consiste_nt
with SCSU official's vision.
Heckendom said he looks forward to continuing and
expanding on SCSU's programs to ensure a safe environment ·
for students, faf ulty, staff and visitors.
"Campus public safety, to me, is the most exciting area of
law enforcement," he said. "It provides an opportunity to be an
integral pari of the educational mission of a university."
Trobec will continue at UPS as the evening security
coordinator· for the next two months. She plans to look for
work in federal law enforcement
"It has been a wondetful learning experience," she said."
But, I am looking forward to moving on."
Heckendo.m is currently arranging to move his family from
St. Peter to St. Cloud. He plans on starting his new position
~tween Oct. I and Oct. IO.

DON'T MISS IT ! !

3 DAY SALE I I I
Your Favorite Speciality Store

BRAND NAME CLOTHING !
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MOST EVERYTHING $20 OR LESS ! !
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Center
1-Sh;rts
$6 . .

TUESDAY thruTHURSDAY
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Heckendorn comes to SCSU from Gustavus Adolfus
College in St Peter, Minn. He has worked for GAC since
1992. Prior to that he spent six years working irf public safety
at North Carolina State University and 15 years with a-sheriff's
department in Florida. He has also taught-college credit and
police academy course in various topics.
"Miles brings a wealth of knowledge and experience to this
job~' Gilc!irist said. "He will be a tremendous asset to SCSU
and will be a strong leader for our well-respected public safety

10 am to 6 pm

Neaton
PAGE4
"Mary is an excellent student.
Her work and strong qualities in
social work were acknowledged,"
said Social Work professor Sandy
Robin. "She is an excellent
representative of the program. We,
as social work faculty, try to bring

"!!::

~!~!~nt~:~~:i,on~~~;~
colleagues." .
Robin adds, "Mary is bright,
articulate and committed. She has
strong social work ethics and values
in which she hopes to make a
change for people and the
bettennent of society."
Nealon's immediate goals are to
stay involved in politics and find a
job. She plans to become a director
of a non-profit organization, such as
Catholic Charities or The Salvation
Anny. In a few years she would like
to return to college to get her
master's and doctorate degrees in
social work to become a college
professor.

l1raining
PAGE 4
Blood.borne pathogen training
has been offered for five years at
SCSU, according to Assistant Vice
President
for
Facilities
Management Steve Ludwig. He
said there hasn't been any dramatic
changes in the program during that
amount of time.
Prior to this fall Made Hegstom,
also from MacNeil EnvironmentaJ,
Inc., worked with SCSU on a
limited contract Ludwig said. This
summer the university looked into
having a more comprehensive
program.
"Because of increasing health
and safety issues for faculty, staff
and students we have increased our
commitment to meet increasing
needs," Ludwig said.

Sept 30th - Oct 2nd

Presented by THE MISSING BUTTON
MC, VISA, CASH or CHECKS

This could be your
space
Call 255-4086
or255-3943
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New mall stores target college students
by Nate Denny
For those students who prefer spending

their hard-earne,d money at the mall,

return to SCSU with money earned over the

summer.
Just in time for the fa ll season, a number
of new stores have opened in Crossroads,

store, now in its third week of business. It is
apparently doing well despite competition
from a newly opened female fashion store,
JuxtaJX)se.

Crossroads Shopping Center is usually the

malcing the center even more attractive to

"I would say it's been very successful ,"

place to be in St. Cloud. Crossroads

students looking for the latest fall fashions.
Perhaps the m6st talked about stoi-e for
students at SCSU has been the .Eddie Bauer

said April Plemel of Eddie Bauer, "We're
getting a lot of support from the college kids."
Among the new businesses iri Crossroads

undoubtedly looks toward the beginni!}g of
the school year with enthusiasm as students

Shane Opatz/PHOTO EDITOR

Denise Striker, 19, manages "Journeys," an international franchise, based in Nashville, Tenn. The store opened Aug. 16 in
the Crossroads Shopping Center and is one of the ~ew stores in the mall.

is Journeys, a store selling many different
styles of shoes. The store is among two new .
shoe stores in the mall. The other is Kid's
Foot Locker. When asked lO comment on her
store and ics success in the mall, Denise
Striker, a manager for Journeys said, 'The
shoes say it all."
A new clothing store that may be
overlooked by college studenlS is Casual
Male, a recently-opened clothing store for the
big and tall man. The emphasis of this store,
which is part of a chain out of Boston, is on
casual clothing.
"College students are more than
welcollle," said Darrell Grelson, the store's
assistant manager,
Also, the Disney Store now has an outlet
in Crossroads, providing a bit of variety
among the new clothing stores. The Disney
Store opened on Aug. 28 and has been an
attraction for young and old alike. They sell
anything and everything having to do with
Disney. The store sells more than toys, in fact
the variety of their products ranges from
jewelry· and watches to books and videos.
Tickets to Disney theme parks can even be
purchased there, making trips to those
parks more accessible to St. Cloud
patrons.
There are more than new stores at the
mall. Crossroads houses a number of sales
kiosks in its halls. These stanc;is ~II a variety
of merchandise ranging from sunglasses and
turkey jerky, to Christmas calendars and beef
jerky. Some kiosks are seasonal and new ones
often replace old. There may always be
something new for which to shop or browse.
Finally, for those students whose money is
directed toward more educational pursuits,
these and other stores in the mall not only
sell to college studenlS, they also employ
them.

==========================

FOR GROUPS AND
INTERMURAL TEAMS
T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS,
2018 8th St. N.
St . Cloud , MN

(320) 252-2600

With a full line of hockey equipment
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EDITORIAL

Education is
the answer
This is in response to a letter to the editor published
Sept. 22 in the Chronicle. Chris Cody attacked the
Women's Center, the school and the sexual
education/assault prevention courses. He said the
classes were an attempt by "feminists" to humiliate
men. He added that the classes in which he took part
included speakers who were victims of sexual assault,
and he didn't feel he had to take part in "rape support
groups" if he didn't want to. He closed with the
recommendation that a class be formed showing males
as the victims of women and false accusations.
Mr. Cody's letter raises several different points. The
only one worth reading was the false accusation bit.
Men sometimes are the victims of false accusations,
but generally there is a perception involved in which
both parties prove partially right. Much more rare is the
vindictive woman. Even more rare is the man sexually
assaulted by a woman.
The classes are required for many good reasons. The
most important is education. "Education is the key:.."
Cody said.
But an important thing to remember is education
comes in different forms. People don't attend colleges
to only take classes. The phrase "well-rounded
education" comes to mind. The entire college
experience is part of that education.
In a PC society like ours, everyone mu st focus on
perceptions. One person's perceptions are never the
same as another's. Because men and women differ so
much, this is even more true.
But let's get to the issue. If the classes are disturbing,
good. It means you're listening. You're aware.
Awareness is what the people teaching the classes are
striving for, not your approval.
Sexual assault is a terrible crime. It attacks a
person's mind as well as their body. There have been
five sexual as·saults reported on or near campus since
school started. If the attackers had taken the classes and
been humiliated, maybe five women would still be
happy, healthy people.
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STAFF OPINION
RILEY WORTH, ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR

Paper's purpose misconstrued
by organizations, individuals
There is nothing our
opinions editor likes more
than to get letters
to the editor. She
welcomes them
wi th open arms.
Your opinions are
very important to
us.
But, let's get one
thing straight. We
are a newspaper,
here to report the news.
We are not here to do
everyone's public relations
work for them. SCSU has
a PR sequence. If you
want only positive press
written about you, you
want us to help you win a
political election, or make
you look good, Bobbi Jo
or one of our other
advertising representatives
will be more than happy
to sell you some
advertising space.
I get so annoyed with
people calling or writing
about how far away they
are from our office, as if
that has anything to do
with our coverage
policies. Physical distance
iS not a detenninant in our
decision on what to cover.
Also, the fact someone
graduated with a degree in
mass communications and
is running for public office
does not automatically
make them newsworthy.
We are not perfect. We

appreciate people pointing
out mistakes we make.
That's not what
I'm complaining
about. It's when
peqple don't like
the way they are
portrayed by the
media. If you
don't want any
negative press
about you, don't
do anything to warrant it.
Another thing I don't
like is when we do a story
on something or
somebody and they want
the story read to them
before it runs! That won't
happen. We are willing to
read back quotes for
clarity, but nothing else.
You can wait until the
paper comes out, like
everyone else.

We are not here
·to do everyone's
'· public relations
work for them.
A lot of people might
wonder what the editor of
a newspaper does. Our
editor writes and reports,
does page layout, hiring
and firing, etc.; he does a

lot of the _things a usual
boss does. But one thing
he deals with way too
much is listening to
people whine about
getting a story Written,
publicizing their
organization.
That topic leads into
another topic, while also
leading us back to the
beginning.
The editor of this
newspaper, whose name
appears in the lower left
comer of this page has a
lot of responsibilities. If
he spends his whole day
dealing with every
person's thoughts and
problems they have with
our publication then he
can't get anything done.
Don't come whining to
him with every problem
you have with every
headline. We can't please
all of you.
My last gripe brings me
back to my point at the
beginning. Our opinions
editor will be happy to
receive letters to the editor
as your way of
complaining. After all,
that's why they are called
letters to the editor. That
way he doesn't have to
personally take time to
listen to everyone's gripe.
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Guidelines on how
to make a good
first impression
Trying to make a good first impression is about as nerve-ra~king
as being up a river in a canoe with a hole the size of a grapefruit in
the bottom, having left the extra-durable duct lape at home.
WISE WORDS
Sometimes it feels like just being myself
OF A WOMAN isn't enough. Before my SCSU years when (
_ actually went out on dates (I don't think
college boys know what the meaning of the
word "date"is), I would prepare myself until
the new millennium to create the perfect
impression.
But really that just isn't enough. The right

look might get your foot in the door, but it
won't necessarily get you inside, much less

keep you there.
I have concluded from my own
observations, that there are six basic rules one
GAPSIEWICZ
must obey in order to become "one" with the
family.
First of all, when a significant other invites you over to his/her
family 's house for dinner, never eat too much or too little. The
mother may insist that you take all you like, but secretly she's
thinking, "Gee, why don't you just take the whole plate of mashed
potatoes?" And, if you like a lot of gravy, a siblipg might even
voice, "Would you like a little mashed potatoes with your gravy?"
Parents generally appreciate please-and-thank-yous in response
Lo !heir catering, but when the father asks something like what your
plans are for his daughter, and absent-mindedly you say "please,"
you're basically digging yourself into a pit about eight feet wide
and six feet deep.
Now some people may think I'm being nit-picky when I say, by
all means, whatever you do, DON'T GET DRUNK whi le visiting
the significant other's family for the fir.;t time.
·
Believe me, I know from experience with my fami ly, because
this summer by best friend decided he was going to come up to the
north woods for a weekend vacation and visit me.
What I didn't realize was that he'd be schnauckered by the time
he finis hed golfing that morning.
He bormwed my brother's old swim suit, putting it on wrong,
and insisted on showing off his slalom-skiing moves. I think that
day he made the Guiness Book of World Records for most
hysterical biffs on the water. He looked like a confused acrobat
mistakenly doing somer-saults over the boat wake, thinking it was
on a noppy blue noor inat.
Later that afternoon, while drinking copious Premium beers, my
drunk buddy proceeded to perfonn back nips off the edge of the
pontoon with my mother watching anticipatingly. He tainted her
virgin eyes by mooning her as he submerged-twice!
Maybe I $hould have clued you in first, but mooning is not an
option when you're trying to make a good first impression.
Let's see, four down, two to go.
Holding on to his hard-core buzz, that evening he walked into
the bar where I worked barefoot, hoping to be served some more.
When my parents showed up, he ordered everyone a round, or
two, or three, in a vain auempt to get everybody else as
synlhetically happy as he.
Tip number five: never get so bad your friend's parents have to
pul you to bed and leave a trash can· next to your nose,in case you
blow chunks like a baby burping helplessly over his mommy's
shoulder.
My barefoot-beer-burping boy was cut-off soon after he made
his stumbling appearance into the Bungalow's Bar, though he
persistently tried lo purchase a few more Premiums on his credit
card. He did, however, leave me a ten-dollar tip before my parents
led him away to snuggle him up in Lala Land for a few hours.
Despite his major first-impression faux pas, my friend returned
later that summer to spend a much more sober evening, though not
completely, with my father and me. We saw Elvis live and then
karaoked the night away!
One more tip: if you 're planning on making a good second
impression, never sing karaoke if you know you sound like a
laughing hyena with your cars pinned back.
AIMEE
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inan's response to Chris Cody
of an ignorant man's defense mechanism used to
I have trouble believing that, given the
minimalize the plight of women in this society.
resources available, anyone is truly as misled in
In addition, it is important to poin't out that the
their thinking as Chris Cody. Also, remembering
issue of rape is not simply a "victim's problem."
his equally ignorant letter published last year, I
Given one in four WOfllen is likely to be raped
fee l it is evident Mr. Cody has found his outlet in
this year alone, it is an issue that we, men and
which he successfully maneuvers us as pieces in
women, MUST concern ourselves with.
an absurdist game that does nothing more than to
Having participated in the sexual violence
draw attention unto himself. But for those
readers who 111ay have agreed with any one of his prevention program myself, I can honestly say I
thought the issue was handled professiorlally and
cynical points, I would like to take this
· did not "bastardize" men. It is my belief that any
opportunity to lend some insight.
man whO can take such a horrific experience as a
First of all, it is presumptuous for Mr. Cody to
recorded 9- 1-1 telephone call and tum it into a
assume his flatu lent "male perspective" is all
personal attack on his "manhood" may need
representative of any other educated male on this
some further self-evaluation into his own
campus. Furthennore, Mr. Cody has failed to do
· behavior toward Women.
his homework on the issue of feminism or
In conclusion, I encourage men on this campus
feminist ideals. I am currently enrolled in a
to decipher ri ght from wrong and to educate
WoJ_Tien in History course where we have chosen
themselves on the issue at hand. Find out what
to use Gerda Lerner's definition:
'"Feminism is a doctrine advocating social and the Women'~ Center and their motives are truly
about-education and prevention, not man hating
political rights for women equal to those of
and blame. Pronounce your own feminism and
men.'"
act as a role model for other men in your life.
Although that is merely a segment of the
definition, it is ridiculous that Mr. Cody blindly
Robert Kraemer
holds to the barbaric notion that feminism
Sophomore
advocates man hating. That in itself is a construct
Mass communications

KVSC is also an alternative
This letter is in regard to the
article that appeared in last
Thursdays Chronicle
concerning Rev 105 and the
"alternatives" since its demise.
First of all, Rev died over six
months ago. This is NOT
current news . . The mourning
period for the loss of what was
a great radio station is long
over. Secondly, why the
emphasis on the Edge? The
Edge is sixty miles away and
owned by the very same people
who bought RevCapCities/ABC, whose parent
company is Disney. By the
·way, as of this week, the Edge
doesn't exist anymore anyway.
The corporate geniuses have
killed it, moved XIOS (formerly
Rev) down to 93 and are
turning 105 into something
totally new.
ANYWAY, the real issue I
had with this article and its
author is not the

mi sinformation, but the lack of
consideration for the radio
stations right here in S.Cloud
and the people that work for
them. KVSC is JO FEET away
from the offices of the
Chronicle. A REAL alternative
station that has been on the
airwaves in St. Cloud for 30
years! lt mystifies me that
KVSC would only be
mentioned in two sentences of
an article that is supposed to be
about "alternatives" on the
airwav.es. The Chronicle and
KVSC are both SCSU
organizations and should
support each other, wouldn't
you think?
The article also mentioned
Radio Kand KFAI as
alternatives. These are public
stations that I wholeheartedly
support, but their frequencies
are impossible to pick up in St.
Cloud, where all of the
Chronicle's readers are located.

Finally, what apbut all of the
other stations in S. Cloud?
There are approximately fifteen
noncommercial and commercial
stations in St.Cloud. Many of
whom support SCSU events
and athletics and are potential
advertisers for the Chronicle,
KVSC and UfVS. I think that
the person who wrote this
"Tad io alternati ves" article just
did not think before they put
pen to paper. When writing
articles for a paper, or
producing news for radio or TV,
I was taught that the number
one rule was consideration for
whoJthe audience is. Who
reads the Chronicle? Students
and faculty who live and work
in St. Cloud, not the Twin
Cities.

Letter Policy
All letters must include:
Name
Year in school (if applicable) ·
Major in school (if applicable)
Telephone number
Signature
Letters are recommended to be under 350 words

Read, REACT, Write
U.S. Mail: University Chronicle

13 Stewart Hall, St. Cloud, MN 56301
E-mail: · chronicle@stcloudstate. msus.edu

·cari L. Ness
KVSC Program Director
Senior
Mass communications
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SOMSTIMSS IT'S GOOD
TO GST F'S
Fun

Friendly

Flexible
Fast Paced
Funds
If you think that these F's.are A+, take a look at this!
"f1exiJ;,le Scheduiing - Work around your classes!
•Paid Orientation and Training - No report cards!
•Competitive Wages and Bonuses - Hey college is expensive!
•Convenient Downtown Location - No car? Walk or bus?
•Professional Experience - It will look great on your resume!

Join our team of Teleprofessionals doing some of
the best Telefundraising in the indt.lStrtJ and

really make the grade!
Call Today!
259-18'96

•

A'i{..1n

·-~

-- ~

~

Tentative Support Groups
to be offered 1~all/V\7inler
Quarters ,
• Depression 1\tlan<1gcmc11l Group
• Slrcss l\tlanagemcnt Group
■ Nun-TraJiliunal Slut.lent Support Croup

• Asserlivcncss Training (Workshop)
• Graduate Sdwol Exploration (Workshop)
• Career Explora_liun.. O,Vurkshop)

• Ealing Disorder and Uod_y ~mag~Group

CO,.MU .. ICATIOMI

University Village Townhomes

l;or more info, conlad the SCSU Counseling
Center, Stewart Hall 103, 11255-3171

Openings for the 1997-1998 school year

Four bedroom townhomes for individual or
groups up to four.
Campu. s Clipper and Metr-o Bus service
with three trips per hour to SCSU
Features Include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Heated Swimming Pool
Sand Volleyball Court
Free Parking/Outlets
Heat and Water Paid
Phone/Cable in Bedrooms
Ceiling Fans in Bedrooms
Keyed Bedroom Locks
Microwave/Dishwasher
Air Conditioning
Large Storage Room
Frost Free Refrigerator
Laundry Facilities
Vending Machines
Individual Leases
Pleasant/Quiet Atmosphere

''Junior
Steps"
walking
with

7th-8th-9th ...
... in our Youth Ministry Progr<1m
Wednesd<1y nights 7-8:30 pm
lntere,;,ted?
Call Mike 251-3260

■I

CATHOUC CAMPUS MINISTH'Y

For Adult Housing at Its Best, Call 252-2633

MASS: SATURDAY: 5: 30 P.M .
SUNDAY : 9 A. M .. 11:1) A.M. & 8 P. M.
MASS & EVENTS INFORMATION: 251-1261
OFFICE: 2'>1 - 1260

s
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SCSU·ends seven game.losing skid
Huskies win in three games, set for North Dakota swing
by Rob LaP/ante
SPORTS

EDITOR'

For a team that just ended a seven game
losing streak, the SCSU volleyball team is not
celebrating its victory.
"We played like crap," SCSU senior
back row Sarah Strohschein said of
1he Huskies' 15-12.i 15-12, 15-12 victory
Tuesday over Southwest St.ate University.

"It's hard to play a team that is like that
and

our

level

of

play

was

really

down."
Southwest State (7-9 overall), came into
Tuesday evening's contest with the
}luskies
winless
in
16
previous
meetings.

SCSU head coach Dianne Giowatzke said
her goal was to make that number
17.
"Going in, our plan was to make it 17-0
over .them," Glowatzke said. "(Strohschein)
and I talked before the game, and both
of us have 17 as our lucky number, so
we had some incentive to get the
win."
After playing well during SCSU's
home losses last weekend, Glowatzke
said she was disappointed with some of
her team's play during the SSU
match.
"Last weekend, psychologically 1he
players were up for the matches," she said.
"Southwest State isn't ~hat strong of a team,
consequently, we played down to their
level."
One area of concern Tuesday, was the
Huskies' passing attack.
First year setter Rachael Olson had a game
high 36 set-assists, but Strohschein said the
overall
passing
game
was
not
clicking.
"We have to pass better," Strohschein
said. "We really have struggled with
our passing so far, and right now
we are not close to where we should
be."
The Huskies had three players finish with
double-figures in kills.
Junior outside hitter, Shelly Geyen and
sophomore middle hitter, Kim Pellmann
led SCSU with 13 kills, and junior middle
hitter, Lisa Shanblott finished with 11
kills.

The Huskies had a .305 auack percentage,
while · SSU could only muster a .1 30
percentage.
"Southwest played very poorly from
the back row," Glowatzke said. "At this
point of the season, we' re looking more
at our opponents' weakness more
than
we're
looking
at
our
strengths."
The win snapped the Huskies' seven-game
losing
streak,
and,
more
importantly, helped build the team's
confidence heading into this weekend's
North Dakota road trip Strohschein
said.
"I think both teams this weekend
are beatable," Strohschein
said.
"I
think our confidence is back, and
after playing at home, L. think we
are at another level of play."
The Huskies (4-12 overall, · 0-3 North
Central Conference) wi ll travel Friday to
Fargo, N.D., to take on North Dakota State
University
(11-2
overall,
2-0
NCC).
NDSU is led by sophomore Carrie
Jacobson, who leads them in kills, blocks, and
block assists.
The Huskies will no longer have to worry
about NDSU All-American setter Pam
Stencel,
who
graduated
last
year.
"Watching NDSU, they have gone to a
much higher offense," G\owatzke said.
"Talking to (NDSU) coaches, they said
.their hitters are frustrated with their
setter. Losing Stencel really hurt
them, because she could set the ball
anywhere and could drop the ball at
anytime."
Saturday the Huskies will travel to Grand
Forks, N.D. to take on the University of North
Dakota (7-8 overall, 0-2 NCC).
UNO lost a match earlier this season to
SSU, and Glowatzke feels her team can come
·away with a victory at Grand Forks,
N,D,

"I'm looking at this weekend at coming
home with at least a split," Glowatzke said.
"If we don't get at least that, it wil l
be very disappointing, but it would
really be nice to win both games up
there, and I thi~ we have a good shot at

SCSU junior outside hitter Shelly
Geyen goes for one of her team leading
13 kills during Tuesday's game at
Halenbeck Hall, The Huskies won the
match 15-12, 15-12, 15-12 over
Southwest State University. The

it."

Huskies will travel.to North Dakota this

..

weekend for two more North Central
Conference matches. Friday evening,
SCSU will travel to Fargo, N,D, to take
on North Dakota State University, and

Saturday evening the Huskies will tavel
to Grand Forks, N.D, to take on the
University of North Dakota,

Soccer team hoping for Rocky Mountain High
by Tyson Jahn
STAFF WRITER

The SCSU soccer team (5-2- 1 overall),
has a very long and tough road series this
weekend that starts at the University of
Northern Colorado (2-0 North Central
Conference) Thursday, at I p.m.
After that game with UNC, the Huskies
play at Metro State (Colorado) Friday, at
1 ·p.m. The last game of the series will be
Sunday at Regis, at 11 a.m.
SCSU head coach Shellee Copley said she
is looking forward to the UNC
c6ntesL
"We're going to be concentrating most of
our efforts J n UNC, because ifs our first
conference game." Copley said.
UNC is ranked No. 17 in the latest
national polls and are in first place in the
NCC with the Huskies in second place.

We're going to be concentrating.. , on UNC, because
it's ourfirst conference game
Shellee Copley
SCSU HEAD SOCCER COACH
Copley said she thinks her team has a
chance to defe'at the Bears, and when asked if
UNC's ranking surprises her, Copley said
said she doesn't follow the rankings too
closely.
"I'm not surprised with the rankings, but
we don 't believe in rankings," Copley
said.
..
•
Copley said she'rarely tells her team about
the rankings of other teams, because it

doesn't really make a difference until you
play them.
"I would like to win Friday, or at least to
pl.ay Well," Copley said of what she wants to
accomplish in this weekend's serie.s.
Copley's said her strategy for her team this
weekend is to get everyone on the bench
involved.
"We'll substitute players, because we are
so strong off the bench, and we have players

that can play a wide range of positions,"
· Copley said:
Although the other two games with Metro
State and Regis are important, the UNC
game will be the test of how much Copley's
team has improved over the course of this
past year.
Statistics show the Huskies going into this
crucial series is that if they win two out of the
possible three games this weekend, they will
. have tied their previous record for wins from
1996.
In the statistics comer, sophomore
midfielder Paula Lyson took over as the
scoring leader on the team with 16 points (7
goals, 2 assists).
Sophomore forward Ann Hultgren, who
was last season's leading scorer, is second
with 14 points (6 goals ,2 assists).
Freshman goaltender Jennifer Ring has
four shutouts, and a goals against average of
under one goal per game.
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Cullen flying high with the Ducks
by Rob LaP/ante

training, and I ·feel he is very
confident and feels like he's made
another step to compete at .that
Whether he was a Moorhead went very well down there and level, and so far in the pre-season, it
Spud, a SCSU Husky, a Baliimore helped me prepare myself for where looks like he has."
Cullen has been living in .a hotel
Bandit, or a Anaheim Mighty Duck, I'm al now."
The final stage for Cullen to in Orange County, Calif., along
fonner SCSU hockey center Malt
with fonncr University of
Cullen continues to score no matter prove himself is in the NHL.
So far, in four Minnesota Gopher defenseman
where he goes.
exhibition
games Mike Crowley.
Cullen, who recently
played, Cullen has
Crowley, who left the U of ·M
left SCSU after signing a
added
two
goals
and last month in pursuit of the NHL,
three-year contract with
orle assist, for three was recently sent down to the
the Anaheim Mighty
points. Cullen scored Mighty Ducks minor league team.
Ducks of the National
his sec9nd goal of the
Cullen said it was nice to be able
Hockey League, has put
pre-season last night to start training camp with someone
up close to a point per
in the Ducks' 4-2 loss . in the same position as he was.
game no matter what
to
the
Phoenix
"I get along with (Crowley)
level he is playing at.
Coyotes.
really well," Cullen said. "We
He destroyed the
Cullen said the played · against eachother for five_
Moorhe.id
scoring
MArr CUll.EN ability to put some years now, and even though he was
record, scoring nearly
points on the OOard in sent to Cincinatti, it was nice
300 poincs in his four3 POINTS IN4
the pre-season has felt having him here in camp, being we
year stint with the Spuds.
GAME5 FOR DUCKS
good,
but
he were in the same shoes."
While an SCSU
continues to try and
Still, the reality of playing in the
Husky, Cullen led the
impress
the
Mighty
NHL hasn't set in for Cullen, who is
Huskies in scoring in each of his
Ducks with his hard work and playing with and against players he
freshman and sophomore years.
grew up watching on television.
Cullen scored a total of 96 detennination.
"On the ice, I'm feeling very
"It's still hard to believe,"
points in 78 games played with the
positive," Cullen said. "The next Cullen said. "The other day we
Huskies.
three
games
are
very
important
for
were
playing in Vancouver, and I
Once Cullen signed with
Anaheim last season, he was me. I can't think too much about it, was· taking a face-off opposite
assigned to the Baltimore Bandits though, all I can do is go out and do (Canuck) center Mark Messier. It
of the International Hockey my best and let the coaches make was unbelievable."
Cullen said he is still in awe of
League, where he played in eight the decisions."
Cullen's father, Teny, said he is some of his teammates.
games and scored a total of nine
very optimistic about his• son's
"Right now, I have been playing
poinlS.
center," Cullen
said.
Cullen said from his hotel in chances of sticking with the big mostly
"Against Phoenix, They put me on
Anaheim, his stint with Baltimore team.
"Before
training
camp
started,
the
wing
for
the
first
time,
where
I
last season has helped him
tremendously when it comes to Matt tested out at the very top in the played with Steve Rucchin and
adapting to the switch from college conditioning tests," he said. "He Temmu Selanne."
has really put in a good summer of
Selanne was the NHL's Rookie
to professional hockey.
SPORTS EDITOR

"Playing at Baltimore towards

the end of the year last year helped
me a lot," Cullen said. 'Things

BUS 101
Introduction to
Economics

Leam a lesson
in saving big
money today!
Buy your SCSU
Quarter Pass
for only '$1 O •
a savings of $11 !
Quarter Passes and route
schedules available at
Atwood Main Desk.

For more information,

;==aOllll.aB1-IIUD
; ; - i ; ; : " Q , :-~
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Former SCSU center Matt Cullen (left), is making his mark early
in the pre-season with the Anaheim Mighty Ducks. Currently,
Cullen is playing on a line with Steve Rucchin and Temmu
Selanne. Cullen has scored two goals and added one assist in
four exhibition games this season with the Ducks.
of the Year three years ago and
Rucchin centered the Ducks' topline of Selanne and Paul Kari ya:
Currently, the Ducks are playing
without Kariya, who is holding out
with a contract dispute.
"It's a big thing down here,"
Cullen said of Kariya's holdout.

"It's hard to say what (Kariya) is
going to do, but he defini1ely is one
of the best in the NHL, and it would
be nice to have him out there."
If Kariya doesn't sign, that
leaves one more roster spot open on
the team, wqich is just fine for the
fonner Spud.

Twinkies should look to
uture, get rid of Knobby
Finally, a Minnesota Twin has
made some sense.
When Chuck Knoblauch said
this week that he wanted to be
traded to a contender, I breathed a
sigh of relief.
At long last, someone from that
organization has shown that they
have at least a portion of a
that 1991 campaign?Everyonewas
brain.
The Twins organization has happy. The Twins had the rookie of
the year in Knoblauch,
turned into a harbor for
and two titles in five
the aging Minnesota
FROM THE
years made them a
natives in Major
CHEAP SFATS
semi-dynasty.
League Baseball to
No one can blame
come and finish their
Knoblauch for wanting
years out.
to be traded. Being a
While it may be
North Dakotan, I can
sweet and all that Paul
see how the droni ng
Molitor and Terry
banality of being
Steinbach and the like
surrounded by a herd of
want to play for the
Minnesotans can get
mediocre organization,
very old, very quick,
their creaky joinlS and
especially while losing
weakening bats have
90 games a season.
become a sickening site
The sharp secondBY KERRY
to the thousands - er,
baseman came into this
hundreds - of fans in
COllINS
game
with a winner,
the Metrodome.
and he wants to return
Long gone are the
to
that
level
.
Playing here,
days of Kirby Puckett, Kent Hrbek
and Gary Gaetti rounding the bases Knoblauch said, wasn't fun
anymore.
in the post-season.
Knoblauch is 29 years old, and
While Tom Kelly still hasn't
moved ::;ince 1991, the Twins have said he believes he is going into the
stage
of his career that should be the
been dropping right into the
most productive, so he doesn't just
cellar.
want
to play for a contender, he
Remember how promising
Minnesota baseball looked during wants to play for a team that is a
contender every season.

"

By getting rid of Knoblauch, everybody

wins

But, he did sign a five-year
contract that the first year has just
expired on, and there is a
no-trade clause included in that
contract.
However, Knoblauch has said
that he will be more than willing to
waive the clause if General
ManagerTeny Ryan will be willing
to trade him.
By getting rid of Knoblauch,
everybody wins. The all-star
second-baseman gecs to be traded to
a yearly contender for a title, and
the Twins get a chance to ship in
more washed up Minnesotans for
their club.
In any case, the 1\vins should do
their best player a favor by trading
him to a team he wants to play for.
Hi s service si nce that magical
199 1 season has been more
than woqderful, and he simply
does not want to play here
anymore.
Besides, good second-basemen
are hard to come by, and maybe
the Twins will be able to get
in return what Knoblauch
brought 1hem so many years
ago.
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Huskies look to extend streak to three
Huskies set for defending Division II national champions
by Rob LaPlante
SPORTS EDITOR

The SCSU football team has two things going
for it heading into this weekend's · showdown
with the University of Northern Colorado, the
defending na1ional champions.
First, SCSU (2-1 overall, 1-0 North Central
Conference) is coming into the contest on a two
game winning streak, after knocking off
Morningside
College
16-13
last
Saturday.
Second, the Huskies upset UNC (2-1 overall,
1-0 NCC) 30-20 in last year's meeting played at
Selke Field.
In the Huskies' home win over the .Bears,
SCSU was sparked on a 49-yard fourth-quarter
touchdown run by senior quarterback Todd
Bouman, who sparked the victory.
Senior running back Randy Martin was held
to I 18 yards rushing.
SCSU head coach Noel Martin said in order
for the Huskies to get a reapeat performance
from last year's upset, SCSU will need to be at
the top or their game.
Martin said UNC is not an unbeatable team
this year.
''(UNC) has a new quarterback and are
capable of malcing big plays on both sides of the
ball," Martin said. "Right now, they are a little bit
like us, in that they are struggling with turnovers
and struggling on the offensive side or the
ball."

UNC senior running back Billy Holmes is off
to anOlher quick start as he leads 1he Bears with
four touchdowns and 269 rushing yards in the
first three games or the season.
The Huskies counter with senior running
back Jerry Reitan, whose 231 yards rushing leads
the Huskies.
"We're still focusing on passing the football ,"

The bottom line is, UNC is the defending champs, but
they still put on the pants and the pads like we do
Noel Martin

$CSU

HEAD FOOTBALL COACH

Martin said. ''(Reitan) has been able to give us a
little bit or a running game, which is what you
ne~d for your offense to gel."
Both teams are also similar, in that both teams
are stingy on defense.
Coming in, the Bears have only allowed a
total or 268. 7 yards per game and 20 points
allowed per game, while the Huskies are Only
allowing 206.3 ypg and 19.6 ppg.
"Defensively, we're playing well," Martin
said. "Hopefully we can ~eep forcing those
turnovers and creating opportunities for our
offense to put points on the board."
Already this season, the Huskies have forced
nille turnovers, all which have come on
interceptions.
Sophomore comerback Larry Miller has a
team leading four interceptions and senior
linebacker Jim Louis has added two.
Miller will be tested this weekend as UNC is
led by junior wide receiver Dillon Micus, who
leads the Bears with IO receptions for 204 yards
and two touchdowns.
Martin said he is hoping the Huskies will
continue to make big plays this weekend, but
hopes that his offense can score some points
from the red-zone.
"We have been making a number of big plays
so far, and hopefully it continues," Martin said.
"It would be nice, though, if we could key in the

red-zone and become more focused inside the
20-yard
line,
where
the
yards
arc
the
toughest
to
come
by."
One of the players the Huskies will _look to
continue making big plays is junior wide receiver
Mike McKinney.
.
McKinney leads the Huskies with 18
receptions for 281 yards, and currently moved
into sixth place on the SCSU all-time record list
with 83 career receptions (1,116 yards).
·
McKinney has had touchdown receptions for
58 and 69-yard grabs so fir. this season and
Martin said that will need to continue
for the Huskies to beat the Bears.
"We are very capable of malcing big plays
every game," Martin said. "The key this
weekend is to control the ball on offense and
keep our defense off the field."
SCSU junior quarterback Jon Miller has
started out strong, completing 60% of his passes
for 612 yards and three touchdowns.
Saturday's showdown will take place at 2
p.m. in Greeley, Colo.
'The bottom line is, UNC is the defending
champs, but they st.ill put on the pants and the
pads like we do," Martin said. "I don't think
SCSU ever has feared a team in the past, and I
feel our players are ready for the
weekend."

KICKOFF TOA

"EW CAREER!
Account Services Representatives
Customer Service Representatives
CONGRATULATIONS
S.C.S.U. STUDENT
SARA LARSON!!!

$6.70 PER HOUR
$1.00 MORE PER HOUR
FOR BILINGUAL SKILLS!
(SPANISH & ENGLISH)

Career Fair!
Wednesday,Octoberlst
1:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Fingerhut Corporation
53 McLeland Road
St. Cloud, MN - E.O.E.
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"I wanted
Hmmm.

something different!"

1997
Thursday, October 9th
10 A.M. TO 2 P.M.

Rasmussen College provided me with :

* Small Classes
* Personalized Instruction
·* Career Focused Education

ATWOOD BALLROOM

Walch fOP fudher informahon in the Chronicl e on

* Laptop Computer

* A Great Career in 18 months!

SeplembeP 29 and O clobeP 6.

:=~=~Hng :=rism

• BusinessManagement • Heallhlnformatioo

:Tanning
: 10 sessions-to be
: used by Jan. 98

$1 7

■

• Child Care
• Accou1ting
• Office Administration (Executive, Legal, Medical)
DAY & EVENING CLASSES AVAILABLE

: 15 s essions -$35.
: 25 sessions-$55.

!Men'~::;~~ts$

t Q.

: With Steph or Cyntia
~Shampoo, style, blow dry

St. Cloud Campus
251 -56 00

-----: NAIL TECHNICIAN
:
Nail Tips . .. .. .... $29.
:
Fill-ins ........ .....$15.
:
Overlays . ...... ..$20.
:.. •• Manicure ...........$9. ___ __

CALL TODAY!

( }/ UlCT~f

metus
6 T. C L O UD
28 Fifth Ave. ·south

St. Cloud. MN 56301
f320l 251-2569
We Buy and sell used
Compact Discs
Hours:
Cassettes
Mon .-Fri. 10 a.m.-9 a.m
Videos
Sat. 10 ll. lll .-8 p.m.
.____L_ea_1_he_r_Ja_ck_e_1s_ _ _s_"_"·_1_1,_
1 .m~·- _J

? ? ?

Nee d

$

VCR' s, Ste reos, TV's, Jewelr y,
Too ls, Fi rearms, Musica l
Instru men ts, Bikes, e tc .... .
No Parking Me t er s!!
Mo n •Fd : 9 a .m. • 5:30 p .m. Sa t 9 a. m . · 3 p·.m .
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traveling around the country, talking about
his book and showing off his musical
Award-winning author Douglas Wood abilities.
came to SCSU and shared his art, stories,
·0n this latest tour, Wood focuses on the
books and music with students and other future.
community members.
The storyteller beg<!,n Tuesday's
Wood enchanted the audience with his presentation with a tale from his own
''Earth Sounds and Earth Stories" Tuesday imagi~~tion, called ''The Rabbit and the
night in Atwood Little Theater.
Moon:
.
. .
Wood is best-known for his children's
'This story 1s about a rabbit with a dream
book "Old Vutle" which has received high.-:of.getting on the moon and riding across th!':
acclaim and sold many copies.
sky.
,
.
.
.
.The author has spent much of his time
Wood s story will soon be avatlable m the

been .a bestseller, it has a1so been a
critical success, and won the American
Booksellers' Association "Abby" Award,
among others.
"It's a great children's book, but behind
it is a really good adult message." said Emily
Johnston, coordinator for University Program
may
Board's Literary Arts Committee, who .
be
sponsored Wood's presentation. ·
Although the success of nis work has
competing
thrilled Wocxi, he admitted that it also made
with another one of him nervous.
his soon-to-be-released books, titled,
'That was my first book," Wood said. ''To
"Making the World."
have it be such a success is a hard thing to live
"I'm very excited about this one," said upto."
Wood. "I think il will be the closest thing to
Since "Old Turtle," Wood has written
the 'Old Turtle."'
several other stories, such as a children's
The book is set in four
book
titled
areas of the world and
"Northwoods
Cradle
focuses on the little things
Songs," and the more
in nature, and the little
meditative book, "Paddle
things people do, lO help
Whispers."
make the world.
Also, besides his two
I
"I like lO get my hands
upcoming books, he has
around a big idea and
another one that will soon
make it small enough for
be published called
a child to understand,"
"Granddad's Prayers of
Wood said, explaining the
)
the
Earth,"
it
concept behind "Making
Wood also read this
the World."
book to the audience.
The idea for the story
As a musician, Wood
came from song Wood
responsible
for
wrote for the audio
composing
and
version of "bid Turtle."
performing
"Earth
"I liked the song so
Songs," as -well as
Doug Wood
much, it was my
creating the audio version
AUTHOR
inspiration for the book,"
of ''Old Turtle.''
he explained.
His latest album,
Of course, for most of
"Deep Woods, Deep
the audience, the night would not have been Waters" was released and went on sale
complete without a reading of "Old Turtle."
recently.
Wood wrote the now-famous children's
It is obvious when reading the titles of
story in 1992.
·
Wood's works that his real inspiration comes
It is currently in its 28th printing and has from nature.
sold three-quarters of a million copies.
He is an·experienced wilderness guide and
The success of the book was surprising to spends a lot of his summers in a canoe.
Wood.
"I grew up in Iowa and wasn't in a canoe
He said it was his first book and he wrote until I was 25, which explains why I'm so in
it in about a half an hour.
love with them," he explained.
'1 think that if there are any rules in
He said that while out in the woods, he
publishing, I broke them all," Wood told the soaks up his ideas and cannot wait to get
audience.
home and jot things down.
"Old Turtle" was the first children's book
In the winter months he usually compiles
published at Preifer-Hamilton. It waS the first his ideas and does most of his writing.
children's book the illustrator had done, and
Wood's stories have transcended residents
the subject matter, which is about who God of the North Country and spread throughout
is, does not usually spell success, he the nation, and even internationally.
explained.
The simplicity of his ideas his made him a
According to Wood, not only has the book success and helped in "Making the World."

llketoget
nry hands around
a big idea
and make
small enough for
a child to
understand

Promotional photo
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Still time to make 'Contact' with art
by Jason Lethert
F tLMCRITIC

something you missed, especially if
you haven't seen this truly unique

film.
"Contact" is the follow-up to

If you're looking for cinematic

"Forrest Gump" for Oscar-winntng

relief from brainless summer

director Robert Zemekis. Though

movies, there's still time to see

it's a tough act to follow financially.

what may be the best movie of the
year.
"Contact"
(rated

"Contact" rivals it's predecessor in

PG), with Jodie Foster,
is enjoying a healthy

run in St. Cloud. And
why not? It's the most
thoughtprovoking
mainstream film of the
d<c,de.

We're in a bit of a
transition period right
now. 1be theaters are

packed with leftover summer flicks
that couldn't cut the mustard during
their prime dates.
The release of "The Game" last
week is a sign the fall season is

about to kick into gear. Meanwhile,
now is a great chance to check out

depth and relevance.
After the politically safe
Gump,
Zemekis
decided to gamble with
a siory · much more
controversial. ''Contact"
takes a totally new spin
on alien invasion nicks.
The,film is based on
the book of the same
name by the late Carl
Sagan. Sagan was a
unique physicist who looked at
everything through the lens of
science, but was open minded
enough to consider and explore ariy
theory - from God to alien life.
After languishing in development
for about \Oor 15years,thefilmhit

the fast track when Zemekis and from anxious new-age hippies to
Foster became involved.
·
threatened religious figures, not to
It took a l9t of effort to get this mention the protectionist military:
'thinking man's alien movie' made.
The radio waves contain plans
Studios are wary about films with , for an object which is supposed to
such a cerebral approach. But this transport a, person to the source of
quality is what defines ''Contact" as the waves. Mathew McConaughey
such a great movie. After e""xplosion ("Lone Star") plays a religious
fests like '1ndependence Day," and guru, James Woods ("Salvador'') is
genresendupslike"MarsAttacks!" a military advisor and Tom Skerrit
film-goers are ready for a bite of ("Alien") is Foster's boss. The
realism. Sagan takes the premise of broad tajX!Slry of public reaction
alien contact, anchors it in science even includes President Clinton;
theory, and sets it against a who wasn't happy' about his
provocative and volatile social inclusion. Zemekis and crew used
background.
footage of Clinton's "Martian
''Contact" could very well be the meteor bacteria" speech to give
first alien movie not about the . official reaction to-alien life in the
aliens. It's about the people and film.
how we deal with the possibility of
The saddest thing about the film
extratenestrial life. Foster stars as a is Sagan did not live to see it's
scientist who discovers radio waves completion. As one of the
from outer space. This sends the producers. Sagan worked on the
world into chaos, as the populace film right up until he lost his battle
struggles to find the meaning in the with cancer. His last major· effort
possibility 6f alien life. Different was to trying to g!':t the public to
groups debate the course of action ponder some truly philosophical

questions. It's only fitting, as an
entire generation or youth (me
included) were introduced to the
wonders of the cosmos through
Sagan-produced documentaries
from grade school. Back then, he
sparked the imagination in your
head, now . with "Contact," he
ignites the qrama in your soul.

Rating,

(9/10)
Now Showing at: Parkwood 10

Above, janior Katie Michaelson enjoys one of the first days of
autumn Wednesday on the lawn in front ot Kiehle Visual Arts
Center. At left, autumn leaves are starting to cover the ground
on campus as a student travels the path late Wednesday.
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Aututnn abounds with activities
by Aimee Gapsiewicz
COPY EDITOR

Recycling has become an
acknowleded part of life for many
people, including students at

scsu.

There are recycling bins · in

about every room on campus. But
can recycling be a form of art, also?
The University Program Board

Visual

Arts

Committee

is

presenting an exhibition of
Permaprose work by Arthur
Apissomian from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.
now until Oct. 18, Monday through

Friday in the Atwocxl Gallery.
Apissomian is a practicing
industrial designer from Wadena.
His idea to create Pcnnaprosc first

materialized in order to re-use
glossy-coat magazines, which
cannot be recycled by ordinary

means.
Visual Arts Coordinator and
sophomore Mark Winterfeldt called
it, "An alternative form of
recycling."
Permaprose i~ made by bonding
pages with a water-soluble laminate
in a two-foot by two-foot rigid
module. Once bonded, the
Permaprose has a very high
compressive strength - ads, words
and phrases are still visible.

Some of the Permaprose objects
in the exhibit include a piano made
from • bonded sheet music, a
magazine tie, a hall table made
from cardboard tube, acrylic
polymer, MDF panel and poplar
and Pennaprose siding with siding
remnant.
Permaprose can also be used to
make pillars, pedestals and
paneling.
Winterfeldt said he thinks it is a
very interesting exhibit for SCSU
students to see and experience.
He said he belic.vcs the recycling
theme mak.cs Permaprosc an
important and unique fonn of art,
because it iritro:luces a solution to a
world-wide problem.
He considers recycling a daily
routine. "It's a part of our lives now.
I don't know jf we're interested in
it. It's just something we do."
Winterfeldt said he feels
Apissornian's
work
affected
him.
"He is dedicated to it. It's him.
He designed it, he discovered it. It's
just part of him," Winterfeldt
explained.
He aJso said he was curious
about Apissomian's art work. He
said he was anticipating meeting
the a:rtist and learning more about
him.

Winterfeldt also said a lot of
people have already been to see it,
and they are expecting more.
·
Apissomian not only had an idea
to assist in the woild of recycling,
he realized that idea and made it
tangible.
Now, it is a work of art.
Among other events taking
place this fall at SCSU include the
plays · "Beyond Therapy," by
Christopher Durang, and "Camino
Real," by Tennessee Williams.
The director of "Camino Real,"
Brenda Wentworth, said, "An
absurdist play is difficult to
describe."
She •stated the play is about a
bisexual man who put~ out personal
ads for a woman, while he is living
with another man.
The woman·he meets is seeing a
therapist. This whole scenario has a
light, humorous air about it, she
said.
Wentworth noted, "It docs have
adult language and situations in it."
There are six characters,
including two females and four
males.
The main female character,
Prudence, is played by Melissa
Bechthold, and the male is Jason
Lausche.
David Borron directs ''Camino

Reat," anothi:'r absurdiSt play.
These plays will be performed at

8 p.m. from Oct. 20-25 and Nov. 3-

8, respectively.
University Program Board has a

fall schedule including on-campus
activities ranging from weekly
films to a hypnotist to changing art
exhibits.
Off-campus there arc several
events for students to attend.
One such event is the annual
Women's Showcase, from 9 a.m. to
6 p.m., Oct. 18 at the St. Cloud
Civic Center. Suzanne Somers is
the featured speaker. General
admission, including Somers'
speech, is $ 10.
County Stearns .Theatrical
Company, an entertainment venue
near campus, is presenting "Lend
Me a Tenor'' at 8 p.m. Sept. 25-27,
Oct. 2-4 and 9-11.
Ticket prices are $11 for.general
admission and $IO for senior
citizens, children and students.
According -to the director of
"Lend Me a Tenor," Kurt
Hunsicker, this play is, "A comedy
of mistaken identities," in which a
world famous tenor goes to the
Cleveland Opera, but unlike
Pavaratti, no one has ever seen him
before.
Basically, the show has

humorous romantic elements
throughout the story between
Maggie, Max, and Tito.
Although the title m:iy lead
one to believe it is a musical,
there· is much more dialogue than
music.
However, Max does sing
parts of songs, said Hunsicker,
and at one point Max and Tito do a
duet.
"
Jessie McKinley, senior, who
plays Max, Justin Helmer, Tito, and
Claire McClanahan, Maggie, make
it easy on the director, because of
their previous experience in music
and theatre.
McKinley is majoring in music;
Helmer is a rock musician.
Helmer's band, Terrible, recently
won the Battle of the Bands at the

Quarry.
This show is set at the Cleveland
Radisson Hotel in Cincinnati in the

1930s.
Ironically, even though the show
centers around what is going on
at th"e opera theatre, the set
never deviates from the hotel
setting.
Another popular off-campus
option within walking distance of
SCSU is bands hosted by local bars
and clubs.
The menu changes weekly.

1'.0TICE TO ALL STUDENTS,
VISITORS, FACl'LTY A:--D STAFF
Th e old PAY LOT has been moved from its previous location that was
North of C-Lot where the Security Information Booth wu situated. Pay
101 wu redesigned by Buildings and Grounds and is now split into two
local ions on campus. There is a portion designated for pity lot i11 N-Lot ,
wut of !he ECC Building. Ther e is a change machine fo•r those who forgot to bring chang e located in the hallway of the building on the weu
main en tranc e of ECC. The change machine accepts only $ 1 bills.
The other portion of pay lot is o ne of the old A-Lou, which is west of
Case Hall or east of Continuing Studies . In t his lot there is NO change
machin e . and you must have change with you. A bill acceptor machin e
is there if you are going to be there ov e r two hours. The hill Dff£P•
tor does not g j Yr r be nrr The bill accep!or accepts $1 and $ 5
bi ll s only. We are asking everyone to be pre pared and •have exac t
change available, j u st as you would nee d to on any of St. Cloud's
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We apologize if1his causes any inconveni e nc e, bu1can not be responsible for any violations rec e ived, due 10 an e xpir ed met e r, (ha! is func-

Totally Committed
to Technology • •
S

t. .C!ou<l Techni ~a l Collc.gc is .celebrating 50 years
of lifelong learning opportunities. With a tr.Jdition
of success we can continue to say "SCTC graduates
get jobs!'' Our facuhy h:ive work experience in the
academic areas in which they leach and are totally
committed to educatirig our st udents using the !ates!
technology.

Uelow are the career dep;irtmenls al sere. If you'd
like more information or 10 enroll, call our Admissions
Office at 654-5089 or 1-800-222-1009.
• Construction Technology
• Communication and
Marketing Technology ·
• Health and Human Service'
• Information Technology
,.: • Manufacturing Technology
. • Transportation Technology

■

•

1546 Nortl1\vay Drive
St. Cloud, MN 56303-1240

SC CLOUD TECHNICAL

COLLEGE
<;a/den Oppo,tunities

AOAAccessibl<!Facdily Affi<m,otiseAcW<l/Equal()pportunityE<locatorandEmployer

l

You can put your valuable
skills and experience to use in
your community. The Minnesota
National Guard is full of hometown heroes who are there when
called upon. Their presence is
essential to the safety and peace

• . of mind of their neighbocs. They
may sandbag to protect homes
and lives from flood waters,
or help stranded motorists in
a blizzard.
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Housing
BRIDGEPORT APTS.
subleaser needed $240 month,
great location. Parking available ~
needed,
great
roommates
guaranteed. Any questions call

1 ROOM EFFECIENCY
utilities and cable included. Parking
available. ?59-9434.

Policies:

SINGLE ROOMS
$185/mo., close to campus, off-

edition ..

Charysse at (715) 273-4109 or

street parking. l ow security deposit.
Heat, water, garbage & cable

(715) 273-TT98.

included. Kris 259-9673.

. 1 BDRM. APT.
subleaser

needed

$370/month

9/mo. lease. 1 mite from campus, on
bus line, on-site laundry. Heat,
water, galbage, parking included.
Call 654-1854.
3 SINGLE ROOMS
in a 3 bdrm. apt. in a house.
Laundry, no pets. 253-5340.
1 BDRM. EFFECIENCY APT.
in a house. Private bathroom and
kitchen. No pets. Parking 253-5340.
SINGLE ROOM CLOSE TO
CAMPUS
West Campus Apts. Located by
Hallenbeck. $185/mo. Includes
basic util~ies. Sharon 255-9262.
HOUSE FOR RENT:
7-bdnn. house across from campus.
Available Sept. 1. Call Pat 2559585.
$185/MONTH FOR FALL ·97
Single room in large 4-bdrm. apt.
basic cable, DW, micro. On bus line.
HIGH POINT APT. 259-9673.
APT.
lg. efficiency· apt. $300, plus elec.
SE location. Quiet, non-srooker, no
parties. Available immediately. 2533679.
HIGH POINT APT.
rent your own room $185/month.
Includes basic cable, OW, micro.
located on the Metro Bus line, close
to campus and downtown. Call 2599673.
1 & 2 BDRM. APTS.
available for matUre students irl
~~~~~~_ 12 month lease only.

LARGE 2-BDRM. APT.
available immediately. Free offstreet parking, laundry, micro.,
newly remodeled, near Halenbeck
Hall. $440-480/mo. Call Glen, 2510029, if no answer, leave message.
1 & 2 BDRM. APT.
$370-$445/Mo. includes heat,
water, garbage & parking. l ocated
on bus line, on-site laundry, miniblinds. Call today 654-8300.
WANT A PLACE OF YOUR OWN
large 1 bdrm. $370/mo. Off-street
parking with plug-ins. Heat, water,
garbage included. Low security
deposit. 255-9262.
$370 • 1 BDRM. APT.
Get away from the roommate
hassles and get a place of your own.
Our apts. include heat water, &
garage. You will have your own
reserved parking spot, on-site
laundry and conveniently close to
campus. 654-8300.
$200 DEPOSIT WILL HOLD
YOUR APT.
1, 2, 3 & 4-bdrm. apt. Large baths,
spacious closets, basic utilities
included. Call 654-8300 for more
info.
2 BDRM. APT. $450/ MONTH
12-month lease. Includes heat,
water, & garbage, large rooms,
balcony, on-site laundry, located on
bus line. Call Sharon 654-8300.
WANTED: MALE ROOMMATES
to share huge double room for fall
quarter, non-smoker. Call Greg 2673291 or 255-1274.
$$$$$EFFICIENCIES:
$200-summer, $275-fall. Off-street
parl<ing. $15. Call 259-4841.

• Deadline: Monday at noon for Thursday's edition and noon Friday for Monday's
• Prices: Five (5) words per line: $1. Six (6) words constitutes two lines, $2.

• Classifieds will not be accepted via phone unless an account has been
established with the University Chronicle.
Classified ads can be purchased in Room 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are inside the
door. Notices are free and run according to the .amount of space
For more information, call Brenda Herubin, Classifieds Manager, available at 2554086 or 255-2164, during business hours and a$k for classifieds.
AFFORDABLE
1 & 2 bdrm. apts. $370-$455. S.E.
location on busline. $100 of 1st
month's rent. LOW security deposit.
255-9262.
EFFIENCIES
1·4 bdrm.• Eff. apts. Call 259-4841.
Plug-ins $20/garages $35.
4-BDRM. APT. $295/MO.
June, July and Aug. Basic cable
included, micro., OW, NC, miniblinds, High Point Apartments. 2599673.
CHARLAMAINE APTS.
1997 best choice. Across from
SCSU. Attractive, clean, quiet,
smoke-free, well cared for building
with classic design. New unit and
oommon area carpet. Practical price
and more perks like sundecks,
whirlpools,
spa,
DW,
and
microwaves. Call 240-0234 to take a
look.
ROOMS FOR WOMEN
close to campus. Utilities paid.
Available immediately. Reasonable
rents. Short term leases. Telephone
252-6153, leave a message.
CAMPUS EAST
large 4-bdnns. with two full baths.
Extra storage. O.W., garages,
security. Heat pd. Results, 2530910.
LEAVING THE DORMS??
1 and 2 bdrm. apts. Available Dec.

·1. Close to Campus. Heat, laundry,

ROOMS STARTING AT $190/MO.
includes washer & dryer, garbage
removal, water. Located three
bkx:l<s from SCSU. Call 253-0873 or
(6 12)-295-4084. Off-street parking.

3 SINGLE ROOMS IN A 3 BDRM.
APT.
in a house. Laundry, no pets. 253-

AVAILABLE OCT. 1
completely remodeled 10-room
house2blocksfromAtwoodCenter.
251-1814.

1 & 2 BDRM. APTS.
available for mature students, in
quiet building. 12 mo. lease only.
Call for details 240-9483.

FOR RENT
1 bdnn. in house on 9th Ave. $200
plus u1il. 250-9980.

MALE TO SHARE 4 BDRM. A~T.
new carpet and paint, heal paid,
dose to campus. EPM 251-6005.

$100 OFF 1ST MONTH'S RENT
1 & 2 bdrm. apt. Heat, water,
garbage and parking included. Mini
blinds, large rooms, on bus-line.
255-9262.

SHARED RENTAL AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY
4 bdrm. Townhomes, individual
leases, $200/$235/mo. each. can
252-2633.

LARGE SINGLE ROOM
.
with private bathroom and NC for
the student. Utilities included. 706
6th Ave. S. 252-9226.

1 BDRM.APT.
Subreaser needed $370/month,9mo. lease. 1 mite from campus, on
busline, on-site laundry. Heat, water,
garoage. parl<ing inciuded. Call 654·
1854.

FEMALES TO SHARE 4 BDRM.
APTS.
close to SCSU, heat paid,
dishwasher, intercom entry. Call
251-6005.
TWO.BDRM.
in 4-plex by Halenbeck Hall.
Summer/fall. Call 251-8941.
"FEMALE" .
private room in spacious house near
SCSU, heat paid, parking, laundry,
.dishwasher. EPM 251-6005.

5340.

1 STOP SHOPPING
We have several 1, 2, 3 & 4- bdrm.
apts. for fall 1997. Several different
floor plans and amenities. If you
need fall 1997 housing -WE HAVE
IT!!- Call today. We are currently
showing all apartments. Choose the
size and style and see tt today! Call
654-8300.

parking included. Also on the bus
line. 255-9262.

PRIVATE ROOMS
in 4-bdrm. apts. Close to campus for
summer and fall. Includes heat, OW,
micro., NC; mini blinds, laundry.
Yearly rates available. Campus
Quarters, 575 7th St S. 252-9226.
LARGE EFFICIENCY APT.
$300+ elec. S.E. location. Quiet/
non-smokinWno parties. Available
immediately 253-3679.
4BDRM.APT.
available Oct. 1 or earliest. l ocated
on N. 3rd St. Close to Crossroads,
on bus line. $600/mo. Call 259-1500
Jon.
STATEVIEW
4-bdrm. units on campus. Two
showers, DW, micros., security.
Heat paid. Results, 253-0910.
SUBLET SPECIALS.
large 4-bdrm units one block from
new library site on 4th Ave. DW,
micros., security, heat paid. Results
Property Management. 253-0910.
SHARED RENTAL
4-bdrm.
Townhomes,
pool,
volleyball, by SCSU. Available
immediately, 252-2633.
2-BDRM. APTS.
one block from campus. Newly
remodeled, large bedrooms. 2531154, Select Prop.
WINDSOR WEST
4-bdrm. Units and bi-levels. Two full
baths.
Dishwashers,
micros,
security. Heat paid. Results, 2530910.

PARKING AVAILABLE
1 block from Halenbeck.. $15/mo.
Call 253-1154.

OLYMPIC II
3 to 4 bdrms. Near Hockey Center.
4-bdrm. SPiit units with two full
baths.
Dishwashers, micros,
security, garages, and ports. Heat
paid. Results, 253-0910.

Personals
JESUS AND SATAN ARE
PRETEND
Jesus and Satan are pretend. {Matt.
2:23) • He (Joseph) came and dwell
in a city called Nazareth, that it might
be fulfilled which was spoken by the
prophets, he shall be called a
nazarene.~ "He shall be called a
nazarene: does not exist in the old
testament. There is no such
prophecy. Biblical Jesus was never
called a Nazarene. Dare to question
religion. The bible is a He. Atheism is
true. Those who threaten others with
infinite torture are terrorists (e.g.
ciergy).

For Sale
CARAVAN 1985
good body, rebuilt motor and carb.
View on campus. Daytime 2552778. $1095.
?•MONTH-OLD HUSKY WOLF
best Offer. 529-0587.
STERLING SILVER
Armstrong 80 flute, open hole, B flat
key. Original case. $1100 new.
Yamaha Piccolo YPC32, original
case, $750 new. AU in pristine
condition. Together as a set,
appraised at $1,CXXl. Comes with
combination flute-piccolo carrying
case. $950 cash for the set, or $600
flute, $400 piccolo. Call Roberta
days 320-859-2143 or evenings
320-352-6119.
1986 TOYOTA COROLLA
86m, good runner, dependable
winter starter. Blue exterior, 5 spd.
Call 685-4448. Scott..

•

FOR GROUPS AND INTRAMURAL TEAMS
T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, AND JACKETS
WITH A FULL LINE OF HOCKEY EQUIPMENT
2018 8th St. N. St. Cloud
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maroon, with comfortable seats, and

college, scholarships, business,

very smooth rider. Asking $1000 or
b/o. If interested, call Riley at 6568869.

1986 BUICK REGAL LIMITED

medical bills. Never repay. Toll free
1-800-218-9COO.

SALES/SERVICE
Mike's Archery Center Inc. FT & PT
help wanted. Apply in person: 1646
Hwy 23 N.E. Suite 2, St Cloud.

TOM'S BARBERSHOP
two barbers, all cuts, walk-ins. 2517270. 9 Wilson S.E. Special on
Wed.
for
ROTC,
Guard
Headquarters and all other
students, $5. All other weekdays,
$6.

PART- TIME POSITION
DISTRIBUTING ADVERTISING
MATERIALS
no selling involved. All materials
provided at no charge.1-800-YOUA
JOB.www.acmnet.com/postering/yo
u~ob.htm

QUEEN SIZE WATERBED $100.
Call 255-5552.
1989 HYUNDAI EXCEL
107m, 5 spd., go!d color. Good gas
mileage. Some problems, but it's
only $600, or b/o. If interested, call
255-3542.

FREE CASH GRANTS!

EARN $500 OR MORE WEEKLY
stuffing envelopes at home. Send
long SASE to: Country living
Shoppers, Dept. R40, 251 N.
Dupont Hwy., Suite 117, Dover, DE
19901.

Employment
Attention
1/2 PRICE BIKE SALE
all bikes & acessories are 1/2 off!
Hundreds of new & used bikes,
thousands of accessories including
locks, helmets & kiddie carts. A1
Bike Shop, Mankato. Call 625-

BIKE. Worth your while to drive the
extra mile, will ship UPS!

EARN FREE TRIPS & CASH!'"
CLASS TRAVEL needs students to
promote Spring Break 1998! A free
trip & over -$10,000! 9hoose
Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan,
Jamaica or Florida! North America's
largest student tour operator! Call
Now! 1-800-838-6411 .
EARN

$750 -$1500/WEEK
FREE T-SHIRT+ $1000
credit

card

fundraisers

for

fraternities, sororities & groups. Any
campus organization can raise up to
$1000 by earning a whopping

$5NISA application. Call 1-800932·0528 ext. 65. Qualified callers
recieve FREE T-SHIRT.
$ CASH FOR COLLEGE $
grants & scholarships avail. from
sponsors!!! Great opportunity.
Call now: 1-800-532-8890.

raise all the money your group
needs by sponsoring a VISA
Fundraiser on your campus. No
investment & very little time needed.
There's no obligation, so why not
call for information today. Call 1800-8454 x95.
FREE TRIPS & CASH! SPRING
BREAK!
outgoing individuals • sell 15 & go
FREE. Cancun, South Padre,
Mazatlan, Jamaica, South Beach,
FL. Guaranteed Best Prices. 1-800SUR . F S - UP
www.studentexpress.com

SPRING BREAK 98
Cancun, Mazatlan from $389. Info.
Call 1-800-446-8355.
NANNIES!
www.sunbreaks.com.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . live-in postions with pre-screened
?? COMMUTING ??
nationwide professional families.
Travel House Mot/;!\, 25.3-3338. We Top salaries. Benefits. One year
offer
d1Seo11oted
rates
to commitment!- Nannies Elite. Call
students/faculty commuting for sanay. i-&lo-726-39SS:-classes. Rates Sun-Thurs. single
FLEXIBLE HOURS
$24.95 + tax. Must show SCSU 1.0.
part-lime position close to campus
(av. FalVWinter Qtrs.)
involves shipping, receiving & order
processing. Could lead to full-time
DISTINCTIVE RESUMES
postion
in
Sales/Marketing.
student packages. 240-2355.
$5.50/hr. Call 654-8220 or apply @
THREADFAST FASTENERS, 2629
SPRING BREAK '98
Clearwater Rd., St. Clo~d.
sell trips, earn cash & go free!!!
Student Travel Services is now
EARN $224/WKEND
hiring
campus
reps/group
organizers. Lowest rates Jamaica, working 1·2 wkd. a month with D.D.
Mexico & Florida. Call 1-800-648- adults. Shorter shifts available. Call
Marty at 320-286-2185.
4849.
GOVT FORECLOSED HOMES
from penllies on $1. Delinquent tax,
repo's, reo's. Your area. Toll free (1)
800-218-9000 Ext H-3883 for
current listings.
RECEPTIONIST WANTED
evening & Saturday. 9omputer &
great phone skills needed in busy
salon setting. Call 203-0960.
SEIZED CARS
from $175. Porsches, Cadillacs,
Chevys, BMWs, CoNettes. Also
Jeeps, 4WDs. Your Area. Toll Free
1-800-218-9000 Ext A-3883 for
current listings.
SPRING BREAK WITH
MAZATLA~ EXPRESS
from $399. Air, 7 nights in hotel, free
social hour parties/$69 party
package, discounts. (800) 366·
4786. http://www.mazexp.com
WHAT IF l'M PREGNANT!?
for help and hope, call St. Cloud
Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24 hr.
Hotline. 253-1962. 400 East St
Germain St., Suite 205, St.
Cloud.

FLEXIBLE EMPLOYMENT
LEARN THE COMMUNICATION
AND . COMPUTER SKILLS YOU
WILL NEED TO BE SUCCESSFUL
IN TODAY'S COMPETITIVE
BUSINESS WORLD!

WEEKEND OPPORTUNITIES
in a rewarding environment.
'Housekeeping in long-term care
center.
'Receptionist in assisted-living
apartments.
A leader In housing and health care.
We are located only 1 mile from
SCSU. St. Benedict's Center 1810
Minnesota Boulevard SE St. Cloud,
MN (320) 252-0010 ext. 286.
SALES ASST.
5th Ave. Sleep Center is seeking
motivated, energetic, and dedicated
people for sales. Experience
preferred. Full time and part time
available. Please apply in person or
send resume to: 119 5th Ave. S.
St.Cloud, MN 56301 .
$1000 POSSIBLE TYPING
part time. At home. Toll Free (1)
800-218-9000 Ext T-3883 for
l_istings.
COLLEGE STUDENTS
position now available with local
company. No exp. nee. Company
training
available
for
all
departments. $325/wkly (per co.
program). Great work env. Free
Bahamas cruise to those that
qualify. Call 251-1835.

Meyer Telemarketing blends
integrity, work ethic and direct
marketing expertise to ensure
unparalleled results for our clients.
Discover what our experience will
mean for you.
Since 1976, St. Cloud's No. 1
Professional Telemarketing
Finn Offers:
'Flexible daytime hours between 9
a.m. and 4 p.m.
'Flexible evening shifts 4p.m. - 9
p.m.
'Schedule your own shifts
'Up to 40 hours per week
•starting wage of $6/hr.
·up to an additional $3-$4 per hour
extra in perfonnance bonuses
•opportunity for growth
*Development of skills for future
career opportunities .
·Fun, supportive, AND professional
environment
• Paid vacation
•401K p!an
To express interest, call Pam
Kenning, Recruitment Manager, at
(320) 259-4050.
DANCE AND GYMNASTICS
INSTRUCTOR WANTED
looking for tap, jazz, and ballet
teachers. Also gym coaches. For
more info., call 251 -3110.
CLASS ACT DOMESTIC
SERVICES
domestic cleaners needed. Own
transportation needed. Flexible
hours. Starting at $6/hr. Call 6540636.
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BUY CLASSIFIEDS!!!
CALL 255-4086.
$I/SWORDS.
HOUSING, ATTENTION,
EMPLOYMENT, AND FOR SALE.
,•

Staff Writers
needed for 1997-98 school
year. Call 255-4086 or stop
by Stewart Hall room 13 for
an application or for more
information.

Here are some
of our stats.
423

Novell netware file servers ... 12,500

personal computers .. .35,000 application
programs ... 65,000 batch jobs per day...

12,000,000 on-line transactions per day...
40,000,000 lines of code .. . 1,700,000,000
instructions per second ..4,000,000,000,000
bytes of data stored.

1

$1,000s POSSIBLE
reading books. Part .time. At home.
Toll free, (800) 218· 9000 ext. A·
3883 for listings.
DISTRICT 742 COMMUNITY
SCHOOLS
is hiring part-time school bus
drivers for the 1997-98 school year.
Starting wage: $8.58 per hour and
· benefits. Variety of routes and
hours available. Paid training
period. Shuttle seNice to SCSU
provided. Must be well organized•
with a good driving record. Call
253-9370 · or apply at 628
Roosevelt.Rd.
COLLEGE STUDENTS
position now available with local
company. No exp. nee. Company
training
available
for
all
departments. $325/wkly (per co.
program) . Great work env. Free
Bahamas cruise to those that
qualify. Call 251-1835. to qualify.
Call 251-1835.

Now show us some of yours ...
at St Cloud State University.
Visit with one of our corporate placement
representatives on October 9 at the Career
Infornlation Day, located at Atw0od Center and
learn more about our opportunities in
networking, application development, research
and development, and technical support.
Register for on campus interviews taking
place October 10 or fax your resume to us at
51 S-247-5874/tU997scs.

the~,Financial
Group
Des Moines, Iowa 50392-1220
http://www.principal.com

Your edge on the future ... The Principal Edge
Affirmative Action /Equ~l Opportunity Employer

Ii]
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Thursday, September 25, 1997

UNIVER~ITY Chronicle

SKI &
SNOWBOA.RD SALE
Now thru Oct 5th

Downhill Packages

ALL LAST YEAR'S •

20% off

All '98 Jackets

SNOWBOARDS . BINDINGS
BOOTS . CLOTHING

Bibs ·.Shell Pants

30-50% OFF

$26999

30-50%off

All Last Year's
Insulated Jackets

Reg . $58200

ALL

Over 50%
. 5\a:/i.1f'9
a,\ \us\,.•

OFF

Dyl\/,<141
IC
If<
0(/1\f

~
ALL NEW

BINDINGS
ON SALE

EQIUPMENT AND CLOTHING
0

10-201/o OFF

20-30% OFF

SNOWBOARD

ALL ALPINE AND
X-COUNTRY
GLOVES & MITTS
MARKER M27
REG. $18000

$7999

GLOVES $1999

STARTING AT

ALL BOOTS UP TO

50% OFF

Mon-Fn 9-8 · Sat 9- 5 · Sun 12-4

BURGER KING

Have aSmall Spaue and a
Small Budget?

NOW HIRING
Featuring:

• Flexible scheduling around classes.
• Competitive wages (including premium
pay for late nights.
• Advancement Opportunities.
• Free Uniforms.

Visit the Mon Gallerr in

5th Avenue Sleep Center
•119 m Alenue South• St. Cloud Ill m 0I•

Pboue: ll!Olm-lm

i

I At

0

222 Lincoln Ave_. S.E. ·
St. Cloud

3310 Division St.
St. Cloud

___________________
Benton Dr.
Sauk Rapids

7

:sAVE !

al an y of th e f o ll ow in g l oc a.ti o 11 s:

...._

We Want Your Appetite!

llarcllrei:

the more you eat, th e more you canl
Pick up a Frequent Buyer Card and I
:
1begin saving with th ese mouth watering deals!
!Mega-Monday: Save 50 cents on every
I
:Monster Combo you can eat! No Limit!
:
:Two fQr Tu esday: 2 Boss Burgers for $2
:
1Works fQr Me! Wednesday: Save 50 cents on 1
levery Works Combo you can eat! NO Limit!
I
:Thristy Thursday: Enlarge your drink for free:
lwith any combo purchase
I
:Frisco Friday: Save 50. cents on all Frisco
:
'combos you can eat! No Limit!
I
:
Lower Level Atwood c,enter-SCSU
:

Apply Today

_,

I

\\ardllel'.,

I
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